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ABJURERS ABEJRRSU ABJURER, one that abjures (to renounce under oath) [n] 

ACHIEVED ACDEEHIV ACHIEVE, to carry out successfully [v] 

ACHINGLY ACGHILNY in aching manner [adv] 

ACHROMIC ACCHIMOR having no color [adj] 

ADJOINED ADDEIJNO ADJOIN, to lie next to [v] 

ADJURING ADGIJNRU ADJURE, to command solemnly [v] 

ADJUSTED ADDEJSTU ADJUST, to bring to more satisfactory state [v] 

AEQUORIN AEINOQRU protein secreted by jellyfish [n -S] 

AFFECTED ACDEEFFT AFFECT, to give false appearance of [v] 

AFFINELY AEFFILNY in manner of type of mathematical mapping [adv] 

AFFINITY AFFIINTY natural attraction or inclination [n -TIES] 

AFFIRMED ADEFFIMR AFFIRM, to state positively [v] 

AFFRAYER AAEFFRRY one that affrays (to frighten (to make afraid)) [n -S] 

ALCHEMIC ACCEHILM ALCHEMY, medieval form of chemistry [adj] 

ALIQUANT AAILNQTU not dividing evenly into another number [adj] 

ALIQUOTS AILOQSTU ALIQUOT, number that divides evenly into another [n] 

ALIZARIN AAIILNRZ red dye [n -S] 

ALLEYWAY AAELLWYY alley (narrow passageway) [n -S] 

ALMIGHTY AGHILMTY having absolute power over all [adj] 

AMICABLY AABCILMY AMICABLE, friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adv] 

AMPACITY AACIMPTY current that wire can transmit [n -TIES]   

AMPHIBIA AABHIIMP organisms adapted for life both on land and in water [n AMPHIBIA] 

ANAGLYPH AAGHLNPY type of carved ornament [n -S] 

ANOREXIC ACEINORX one affected with anorexia [n -S] 

ANOXEMIA AAEIMNOX disorder of blood [n -S]  

ANSATZES AAENSSTZ ANSATZ, possible solution [n]   

ANTIQUER AEINQRTU one that antiques (to give appearance of age to) [n -S] 

ANTIQUES AEINQSTU ANTIQUE, to give appearance of age to [v] 

ANYWHERE AEEHNRWY any place [n -S] 

APAREJOS AAEJOPRS APAREJO, type of saddle [n] 

APOCARPY AACOPPRY state of being apocarp (fruit having separated carpels) [n -PIES] 

APPROACH AACHOPPR to come near or nearer to [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

APRAXIAS AAAIPRSX APRAXIA, loss of ability to perform coordinated movements [n] 

AQUANAUT AAANQTUU scuba diver trained to live in underwater installations [n -S] 

AQUARIAL AAAILQRU pertaining to aquarium (water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept) [adj] 

AQUARIAN AAAINQRU member of old sects that used water rather than wine in religious ceremonies [n -S] 

AQUARIST AAIQRSTU one who keeps aquarium (water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept) [n -S] 

AQUATINT AAINQTTU to etch, using certain process [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AQUATONE AAENOQTU type of printing process [n -S] 

AQUILINE AEIILNQU curving like eagle's beak [adj] 

ARCHIVED ACDEHIRV ARCHIVE, to file in archive (place where records are kept) [v] 

ASHCAKES AACEHKSS ASHCAKE, cornmeal cake [n] 

ATARAXIC AAACIRTX tranquilizing drug [n -S] 

ATRAZINE AAEINRTZ herbicide [n -S] 
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AUXETICS ACEISTUX AUXETIC, substance that promotes auxesis [n] 

AVOUCHED ACDEHOUV AVOUCH, to affirm (to state positively) [v] 

AXONEMAL AAELMNOX pertaining to axoneme (part of cilium) [adj] 

AXONEMES AEEMNOSX AXONEME, part of cilium [n] 

AZOTISES AEIOSSTZ AZOTISE, to azotize (to treat with nitrogen) [v] 

AZOTURIA AAIORTUZ excess of nitrogenous substances in urine [n -S] 

AZURITES AEIRSTUZ AZURITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 
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BABICHES ABBCEHIS BABICHE, rawhide thongs [n] 

BABOUCHE ABBCEHOU heelless slipper [n -S] 

BACCHANT AABCCHNT carouser (one that carouses (to engage in carousal)) [n -ES, -S] 

BACCHIUS ABCCHISU type of metrical foot [n -II] 

BACKDATE AABCDEKT to predate (to date before actual or specified time) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

BACKDOOR ABCDKOOR secretive [adj] 

BACKINGS ABCGIKNS BACKING, support [n] 

BACKLAND AABCDKLN region remote from cities [n -S] 

BACKLOAD AABCDKLO to defer financial obligation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKLOGS ABCGKLOS BACKLOG, to accumulate [v] 

BACKSIDE ABCDEIKS hind part [n -S] 

BACKSLID ABCDIKLS BACKSLIDE, to revert to sin [v] 

BAFFLING ABFFGILN BAFFLE, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

BAKEWARE AABEEKRW dishes used for baking [n -S] 

BAKLAVAS AAABKLSV BAKLAVA, Turkish pastry [n] 

BAKLAWAS AAABKLSW BAKLAWA, baklava (Turkish pastry) [n] 

BALDRICK ABCDIKLR baldric (shoulder belt) [n -S] 

BANJOIST ABIJNOST one who plays banjo [n -S] 

BANKCARD AABCDKNR credit card issued by bank [n -S] 

BANKERLY ABEKLNRY BANKER, one who works in bank [adj] 

BASENJIS ABEIJNSS BASENJI, barkless dog [n] 

BASKETRY ABEKRSTY basket weaving [n -RIES] 

BATTEAUX AABETTUX BATTEAU, bateau (flat-bottomed boat) [n] 

BAUXITES ABEISTUX BAUXITE, ore of aluminum [n] 

BAYWOODS ABDOOSWY BAYWOOD, coarse mahogany [n] 

BECAPPED ABCDEEPP BECAP, to put cap on [v] 

BECHAMEL ABCEEHLM white sauce [n -S] 

BECHANCE ABCCEEHN to befall (to happen to) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

BECHARMS ABCEHMRS BECHARM, to hold under spell [v] 

BECKONED BCDEEKNO BECKON, to signal by sign or gesture [v] 

BEDMAKER ABDEEKMR one that makes beds [n -S] 

BEDROCKS BCDEKORS BEDROCK, rock under soil [n] 

BEDSOCKS BCDEKOSS BEDSOCK, sock for wear in bed [n] 

BEDTICKS BCDEIKST BEDTICK, cloth case of mattress [n] 

BEDWARFS ABDEFRSW BEDWARF, to cause to appear small by comparison [v] 

BEEFWOOD BDEEFOOW hardwood tree [n -S] 
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BEEHIVED BDEEEHIV having hairdo shaped like beehive [adj] 

BEHAVING ABEGHINV BEHAVE, to act properly [v] 

BEHOOVED BDEEHOOV BEHOOVE, to be proper for [v] 

BEHOVING BEGHINOV BEHOVE, to behoove (to be proper for) [v] 

BEHOWLED BDEEHLOW BEHOWL, to howl at [v] 

BENCHTOP BCEHNOPT suitable for use on workbench [adj] 

BENDWAYS ABDENSWY bendwise (diagonally (in diagonal manner)) [adv] 

BENEDICK BCDEEIKN benedict (newly married man) [n -S] 

BESCORCH BCCEHORS to scorch (to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BESHADOW ABDEHOSW to cast shadow on [v ED, -ING, -S] 

BESMIRCH BCEHIMRS to dirty (to make dirty) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BESMOKED BDEEKMOS BESMOKE, to soil with smoke [v] 

BETHANKS ABEHKNST BETHANK, to thank (to express gratitude to) [v] 

BETHINKS BEHIKNST BETHINK, to consider (to think about) [v] 

BETHUMPS BEHMPSTU BETHUMP, to thump soundly [v] 

BEWRAYED ABDEERWY BEWRAY, to divulge (to reveal (to make known)) [v] 

BICHROME BCEHIMOR two-colored [adj] 

BICKERED BCDEEIKR BICKER, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v] 

BICYCLER BCCEILRY one that bicycles (to ride bicycle (two-wheeled vehicle)) [n -D] 

BICYCLES BCCEILSY BICYCLE, to ride bicycle (two-wheeled vehicle) [v] 

BIDDABLY ABBDDILY BIDDABLE, obedient (obeying or willing to obey) [adv] 

BIFIDITY BDFIIITY state of being bifid (divided into two parts) [n -TIES] 

BIGSTICK BCGIIKST threatening military force [adj] 

BILLHOOK BHIKLLOO cutting tool [n -S] 

BIMORPHS BHIMOPRS BIMORPH, device consisting of two crystals cemented together [n] 

BIOCHIPS BCHIIOPS BIOCHIP, hypothetical computer component that uses proteins to store or process data [n] 

BIOCYCLE BCCEILOY life-supporting region [n -S] 

BIOMORPH BHIMOOPR art form resembling living organism in shape [n -S] 

BIOSCOPY BCIOOPSY type of medical examination [n -PIES] 

BIOTOXIN BIINOOTX poison made by plant or animal [n -S] 

BIOTYPIC BCIIOPTY BIOTYPE, group of genetically similar organisms [adj] 

BIPHASIC ABCHIIPS having two phases [adj] 

BIRTHDAY ABDHIRTY anniversary of birth [n -S] 

BISEXUAL ABEILSUX one who is attracted to both sexes [n -S] 

BIVALVED ABDEILVV having two-valved shell [adj] 

BLACKING ABCGIKLN black shoe polish [n -S] / BLACK, to make black [v] 

BLACKLEG ABCEGKLL to work against labor strike [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BLAMABLY AABBLLMY BLAMABLE, being at fault [adv] 

BLANKETY ABEKLNTY used as euphemism for unmentionable word [n -TIES] 

BLEAKISH ABEHIKLS somewhat bleak [adj] 

BLIMPERY BEILMPRY pompous behavior [n -RIES] 

BLIMPISH BHIILMPS BLIMP, nonrigid aircraft [adj] 

BLOCKADE ABCDEKLO to block (to obstruct (to get in way of)) [v D, -DING, -S] 

BLOCKAGE ABCEGKLO act of blocking (to obstruct (to get in way of)) [n -S] 

BLOCKING BCGIKLNO act of obstructing (to get in way of) [n -S] / BLOCK, to obstruct (to get in way of) [v] 

BLOKEISH BEHIKLOS resembling typical behavior of bloke [adj] 
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BLOWDOWN BDLNOOWW tree blown down by wind [n -S] 

BLOWHARD ABDHLORW braggart (one who brags) [n -S] 

BLOWLAMP ABLLMOPW blowtorch [n -S] 

BLOWPIPE BEILOPPW blowgun (tube through which darts may be blown) [n -S] 

BLUFFING BFFGILNU BLUFF, to mislead (to lead astray) [v] 

BOATHOOK ABHKOOOT pole with metal hook for use aboard boat [n -S] 

BOBECHES BBCEEHOS BOBECHE, glass collar on candle holder [n] 

BODYSURF BDFORSUY to ride wave without surfboard [v ED, -ING, -S] 

BOLLIXES BEILLOSX BOLLIX, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BOLLOXES BELLOOSX BOLLOX, to bollix (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [v] 

BOOKBAGS ABBGKOOS BOOKBAG, bag for carrying books [n] 

BOOKFULS BFKLOOSU BOOKFUL, as much as book can hold [n] 

BOONDOCK BCDKNOOO pertaining to backwoods area [adj] 

BOWHEADS ABDEHOSW BOWHEAD, arctic whale [n] 

BOWINGLY BGILNOWY in bowing manner [adv] 

BOWKNOTS BKNOOSTW BOWKNOT, type of knot [n] 

BOWLLIKE BEIKLLOW concave [adj] 

BOWWOODS BDOOOSWW BOWWOOD, deciduous tree [n] 

BOXINESS BEINOSSX state of being boxy (resembling box) [n -ES] 

BOYHOODS BDHOOOSY BOYHOOD, state of being boy (male child) [n] 

BRACHIUM ABCHIMRU upper part of arm [n -IA, -S] 

BRECHAMS ABCEHMRS BRECHAM, collar for horse [n] 

BREWPUBS BBEPRSUW BREWPUB, restaurant that sells beverages brewed on premises [n] 

BREWSKIS BEIKRSSW BREWSKI, serving of beer [n] 

BRICKING BCGIIKNR BRICK, to build with bricks (blocks of clay) [v] 

BRIGHTLY BGHILRTY BRIGHT, emitting much light [adv] 

BROADWAY AABDORWY large main road [n -S] 

BROCKAGE ABCEGKOR imperfectly minted coin [n -S] 

BROKENLY BEKLNORY BROKEN, shattered [adv] 

BRYOLOGY BGLOORYY study of mosses [n -GIES] 

BUCCALLY ABCCLLUY BUCCAL, pertaining to cheek [adv] 

BUCKETED BCDEEKTU BUCKET, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

BUCKLING BCGIKLNU BUCKLE, to bend under pressure [v] 

BUFFERED BDEEFFRU BUFFER, to cushion (to pad with soft material) [v] 

BUFFETED BDEEFFTU BUFFET, to hit sharply [v] 

BULWARKS ABKLRSUW BULWARK, to fortify with defensive wall [v] 

BUNFIGHT BFGHINTU crowded boisterous party [n -S] 

BURDOCKS BCDKORSU BURDOCK, coarse weed [n] 

BUSHLIKE BEHIKLSU resembling bush [adj] 

BUSHVELD BDEHLSUV veld with shrubby vegetation [n -S] 
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CABBALAH AAABBCHL cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

CABOCHON ABCCHNOO precious stone [n -S] 

CACHACAS AAACCCHS CACHACA, Brazilian liquor [n] 
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CACHEPOT ACCEHOPT ornamental container for flowerpot [n -S] 

CACKLING ACCGIKLN CACKLE, to make sound of hen [v] 

CACONYMS ACCMNOSY CACONYM, erroneous name [n] 

CAJOLERS ACEJLORS CAJOLER, one that cajoles (to persuade by flattery) [n] 

CAKEHOLE ACEEHKLO person's mouth [n -S] 

CALCIFIC ACCCFIIL containing salts of calcium [adj] 

CALFHOOD ACDFHLOO state or time of being calf [n -S] 

CALFLIKE ACEFIKLL CALF, young cow or bull [adj] 

CALFSKIN ACFIKLNS skin of calf [n -S] 

CAMPFIRE ACEFIMPR outdoor fire [n -S] 

CAMPHENE ACEEHMNP camphine (explosive liquid) [n -S] 

CAMPHINE ACEHIMNP explosive liquid [n -S] 

CAMPHIRE ACEHIMPR flowering plant [n -S] 

CAMPHOLS ACHLMOPS CAMPHOL, borneol (alcohol (flammable liquid)) [n] 

CAMPHORS ACHMOPRS CAMPHOR, volatile compound [n] 

CAPACITY AACCIPTY ability to receive or contain [n -TIES] 

CAPTCHAS AACCHPST CAPTCHA, Turing test used to vet website users [n]   

CAPUCHES ACCEHPSU CAPUCHE, hood or cowl [n] 

CAPUCHIN ACCHINPU long-tailed monkey [n -S] 

CAPYBARA AAABCPRY large rodent [n -S] 

CARBAMYL AABCLMRY chemical radical [n -S] 

CASEWORK ACEKORSW form of social work [n -S] 

CATCHUPS ACCHPSTU CATCHUP, ketchup (spicy tomato sauce) [n] 

CATFIGHT ACFGHITT fight between two women [n -S] 

CATWALKS AACKLSTW CATWALK, narrow walkway [n] 

CAVELIKE ACEEIKLV resembling cave (underground chamber) [adj] 

CELIBACY ABCCEILY abstention from sexual intercourse [n -CIES] 

CEPHALIC ACCEHILP pertaining to head [adj] 

CHALKIER ACEHIKLR CHALKY, resembling chalk [adj] 

CHAMBERS ABCEHMRS CHAMBER, to put in chamber (room) [v] 

CHAMMIES ACEHIMMS CHAMMY, to chamois (to prepare leather like chamois) [v] 

CHAMPERS ACEHMPRS champagne [n CHAMPERS] 

CHAMPION ACHIMNOP to defend or support [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHAPPALS AACHLPPS CHAPPAL, sandal worn in India [n] 

CHAPPATI AACHIPPT chapati (unleavened bread of India) [n -S] 

CHAPPIES ACEHIPPS CHAPPIE, fellow [n] 

CHARLADY AACDHLRY cleaning woman [n -DIES] 

CHEEKIER CEEEHIKR CHEEKY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

CHEMICAL ACCEHILM substance obtained by process of chemistry [n -S] 

CHEMISMS CEHIMMSS CHEMISM, chemical attraction [n] 

CHERUBIC BCCEHIRU CHERUB, angel [adj] 

CHERUBIM BCEHIMRU CHERUB, angel [n] 

CHIASMIC ACCHIIMS CHIASMA, anatomical junction [adj] 

CHILDBED BCDDEHIL state of woman giving birth [n -S] 

CHILDISH CDHHIILS resembling child (young person) [adj] 

CHIMERIC CCEHIIMR imaginary; unreal [adj] 
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CHINKIER CEHIIKNR CHINKY, full of cracks [adj] 

CHINOOKS CHIKNOOS CHINOOK, warm wind [n] 

CHINWAGS ACGHINSW CHINWAG, to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others) [v] 

CHIPPERS CEHIPPRS CHIPPER, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

CHIPPIER CEHIIPPR CHIPPY, belligerent [adj] 

CHIPPIES CEHIIPPS CHIPPIE, chippy (prostitute) [n] / CHIPPY, prostitute [n] 

CHIRKEST CEHIKRST CHIRK, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHOKIEST CEHIKOST CHOKEY, choky (tending to cause choking) [adj] / CHOKY [adj] 

CHOLIAMB ABCHILMO type of poetic meter [n -S] 

CHOMPERS CEHMOPRS CHOMPER, one that chomps (to champ (to chew noisily)) [n] 

CHOPPERS CEHOPPRS CHOPPER, to travel by helicopter [v] 

CHOPPIER CEHIOPPR CHOPPY, full of short, rough waves [adj] 

CHORIAMB ABCHIMOR type of metrical foot [n -I, -S] 

CHOWDERS CDEHORSW CHOWDER, to make thick soup of [v] 

CHOWSING CGHINOSW CHOWSE, to chouse (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

CHROMIUM CHIMMORU metallic element [n -S] 

CHUBASCO ABCCHOSU violent thunderstorm [n -S] 

CHUBBIER BBCEHIRU CHUBBY, plump (well-rounded and full in form) [adj] 

CHUMMIER CEHIMMRU CHUMMY, friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adj] 

CHUMMIES CEHIMMSU CHUMMY, man not personally known to speaker from Newfoundland [n] 

CHUNKIER CEHIKNRU CHUNKY, stocky (having short, thick body) [adj] 

CHYTRIDS CDHIRSTY CHYTRID, aquatic or soil fungus [n] 

CITYFIED CDEFIITY having customs and manners of city people [adj] 

CITYWARD ACDIRTWY toward city [adv] 

CITYWIDE CDEIITWY including all parts of city [adj] 

CIVICISM CCIIIMSV system of government based upon individual rights [n -S] 

CLACKING ACCGIKLN CLACK, to make abrupt, dry sound [v] 

CLAMMILY ACILLMMY CLAMMY, cold and damp [adv] 

CLAMWORM ACLMMORW marine worm [n -S] 

CLAWLIKE ACEIKLLW resembling claw [adj] 

CLAYLIKE ACEIKLLY resembling clay [adj] 

CLEMENCY CCEELMNY mercy (compassion shown to offender or enemy) [n -CIES] 

CLERKDOM CDEKLMOR status or function of clerk [n -S] 

CLERKISH CEHIKLRS resembling or suitable to clerk [adj] 

CLICKING CCGIIKLN CLICK, to make short, sharp sound [v] 

CLOCKING CCGIKLNO CLOCK, to time with stopwatch [v] 

CLUBBISH BBCHILSU clubby (characteristic of club) [adj] 

CLUBFACE ABCCEFLU striking surface of clubhead [n -S] 

CLUCKING CCGIKLNU CLUCK, to make sound of hen [v] 

CLUMPISH CHILMPSU resembling clump (thick mass) [adj] 

COACHMAN AACCHMNO one who drives coach or carriage [n -MEN] 

COACHMEN ACCEHMNO COACHMAN, one who drives coach or carriage [n] 

COCKADES ACCDEKOS COCKADE, ornament worn on hat [n] 

COCKERED CCDEEKOR COCKER, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v] 

COCKLING CCGIKLNO COCKLE, to wrinkle or pucker [v] 

COCOYAMS ACCMOOSY COCOYAM, tropical plant having edible rootstocks [n] 
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CODEBOOK BCDEKOOO book listing words and their coded equivalents [n -S] 

COEMPLOY CELMOOPY to employ together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COEXERTS CEEORSTX COEXERT, to exert jointly [v] 

COEXISTS CEIOSSTX COEXIST, to exist together [v] 

COFFERED CDEEFFOR COFFER, to put in strongbox [v] 

COFFINED CDEFFINO COFFIN, to put in coffin (burial case) [v] 

COFFLING CFFGILNO COFFLE, to chain slaves together [v] 

COGWHEEL CEEGHLOW toothed wheel [n -S] 

COIFFING CFFGIINO COIFFE, to coif (to style hair) [v] 

COMAKING ACGIKMNO COMAKE, to serve as comaker for another's loan [v] 

COMBOVER BCEMOORV hair that is combed over bald spot [n -S] 

COMMONLY CLMMNOOY in common (ordinary (of kind to be expected in normal order of events)) manner [adv] 

COMMOVES CEMMOOSV COMMOVE, to move violently [v] 

CONJOINS CIJNNOOS CONJOIN, to join together [v] 

CONJOINT CIJNNOOT CONJOIN, to join together [adj] 

CONJUNTO CJNNOOTU style of dance music along Mexican border [n -S] 

CONJURER CEJNORRU sorcerer (one who practices sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers)) [n -S] 

CONJURES CEJNORSU CONJURE, to summon spirit [v] 

CONJUROR CJNOORRU conjurer (sorcerer (one who practices sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers))) [n -S] 

CONTEXTS CENOSTTX CONTEXT, part of discourse in which particular word or phrase appears [n] 

CONVEYED CDEENOVY CONVEY, to transport [v] 

CONVOKER CEKNOORV one that convokes (to cause to assemble) [n -S] 

CONVOKES CEKNOOSV CONVOKE, to cause to assemble [v] 

CONVOYED CDENOOVY CONVOY, to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v] 

COOKWARE ACEKOORW utensils used in cooking [n -S] 

COPPERAH ACEHOPPR copra (dried coconut meat) [n -S] 

COPPICED CCDEIOPP COPPICE, to cause to grow in form of coppice (thicket) [v] 

COPYABLE ABCELOPY COPY, to imitate (to behave in same way as) [adj] 

COPYCATS ACCOPSTY COPYCAT, to imitate (to behave in same way as) [v] 

CORNHUSK CHKNORSU husk covering ear of corn [n -S] 

CORTEXES CEEORSTX CORTEX, outer layer of organ [n] 

COTURNIX CINORTUX small quail [n -ES] 

COUTEAUX ACEOTUUX COUTEAU, knife (sharp-edged instrument used for cutting) [n] 

COWARDLY ACDLORWY lacking courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit) [adj] 

COWHAGES ACEGHOSW COWHAGE, cowage (tropical vine) [n] 

COWHANDS ACDHNOSW COWHAND, ranch worker [n] 

COWHERDS CDEHORSW COWHERD, one who tends cattle (domesticated bovines) [n] 

COWHIDES CDEHIOSW COWHIDE, to flog with leather whip [v] 

COWORKER CEKOORRW fellow worker [n -S] 

COWPLOPS CLOOPPSW COWPLOP, cowpat (dropping of cow dung) [n] 

COWSHEDS CDEHOSSW COWSHED, shelter for cows [n] 

COWSKINS CIKNOSSW COWSKIN, hide of cow [n] 

CRABBILY ABBCILRY CRABBY, grumpy (ill-tempered) [adv] 

CRACKING ACCGIKNR chemical process [n -S] / CRACK, to break without dividing into parts [v] 

CRACKLED ACCDEKLR CRACKLE, to make succession of snapping sounds [v] 

CRANKILY ACIKLNRY in cranky (grumpy (ill-tempered)) manner [adv] 
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CRANKISH ACHIKNRS eccentric [adj] 

CREAKILY ACEIKLRY CREAKY, creaking [adv] 

CRICKING CCGIIKNR CRICK, to cause spasm of neck [v] 

CROAKILY ACIKLORY CROAKY, low and hoarse [adv] 

CROCKING CCGIKNOR CROCK, to soil (to make dirty) [v] 

CROMLECH CCEHLMOR dolmen (prehistoric monument) [n -S] 

CROOKERY CEKOORRY crooked activity [n -RIES] 

CRUMMILY CILMMRUY CRUMMY, of little or no value [adv] 

CRYINGLY CGILNRYY CRY, to weep (to express sorrow by shedding tears) [adv] 

CRYOGENY CEGNORYY branch of physics [n -NIES] 

CUBICITY BCCIITUY state of being cubical (resembling cube) [n -TIES] 

CUBIFORM BCFIMORU shaped like cube [adj] 

CUCKOLDS CCDKLOSU CUCKOLD, to make cuckold (cornuto) of [v] 

CUCKOOED CCDEKOOU CUCKOO, to repeat monotonously [v] 

CULPABLY ABCLLPUY CULPABLE, deserving blame or censure [adv] 

CURTALAX AACLRTUX cutlass (short sword) [n -ES] 

CURVEDLY CDELRUVY CURVE, to deviate from straightness [adv] 

CUTWORKS CKORSTUW CUTWORK, type of embroidery [n] 

CYCLAMEN ACCELMNY flowering plant [n -S] 

CYCLOPES CCELOPSY CYCLOPS, minute one-eyed crustacean [n] 

CYMATIUM ACIMMTUY cyma (curved molding) [n -IA] 

CYMBALER ABCELMRY one that plays cymbals [n -S] 

CYNICISM CCIIMNSY cynical quality [n -S] 

CYTOGENY CEGNOTYY formation of cells [n -NIES] 

CYTOKINE CEIKNOTY kind of substance secreted by cells of immune system [n -S] 

CYTOLOGY CGLOOTYY study of cells [n -GIES] 
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DAHABEAH AAABDEHH large passenger boat [n -S] 

DAHABIAH AAABDHHI dahabeah (large passenger boat) [n -S] 

DAHABIEH AABDEHHI dahabeah (large passenger boat) [n -S] 

DAHABIYA AAABDHIY dahabeah (large passenger boat) [n -S] 

DESEXING DEEGINSX DESEX, to castrate or spay [v] 

DETHATCH ACDEHHTT to remove thatch from [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DETOXING DEGINOTX DETOX, to detoxify (to remove toxin from) [v] 

DEVIANCY ACDEINVY deviance (behavior of deviant) [n -CIES] 

DEWBERRY BDEERRWY edible berry [n -RRIES] 

DEWCLAWS ACDELSWW DEWCLAW, vestigial toe [n] 

DIAPHONY ADHINOPY organum (organon (system of rules for scientific investigation)) [n -NIES] 

DIDYMIUM DDIIMMUY mixture of rare-earth elements [n -S] 

DIEBACKS ABCDEIKS DIEBACK, gradual dying of plant shoots [n] 

DIFFRACT ACDFFIRT to separate into parts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIGOXINS DGIINOSX DIGOXIN, drug to improve heart function [n] 

DIMETHYL DEHILMTY ethane (gaseous hydrocarbon) [n -S] 

DIOXIDES DDEIIOSX DIOXIDE, type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n] 
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DIPHENYL DEHILNPY biphenyl (hydrocarbon) [n -S] 

DIPSTICK CDIIKPST measuring rod [n -S] 

DISKLIKE DEIIKKLS resembling disk (flat, circular plate) [adj] 

DISYOKED DDEIKOSY DISYOKE, to free from yoke [v] 

DOGFIGHT DFGGHIOT to engage in aerial battle [v -FOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

DOMINICK CDIIKMNO one of American breed of chickens [n -S] 

DOWNBOWS BDNOOSWW DOWNBOW, type of stroke in playing bowed instrument [n] 

DOWNPLAY ADLNOPWY to de-emphasize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOWNWARP ADNOPRWW broad surface depression [n -S] 

DREKKIER DEEIKKRR DREKKY, drecky (trashy (resembling trash)) [adj] 

DRUMFISH DFHIMRSU fish that makes drumming sound [n -ES] 

DUCKBILL BCDIKLLU platypus (aquatic mammal) [n -S] 

DUCKPINS CDIKNPSU DUCKPIN, type of bowling pin [n] 

DUMBHEAD ABDDEHMU stupid person [n -S] 

DUMMYING DGIMMNUY DUMMY, to make representation of [v] 

DWARFISM ADFIMRSW condition of stunted growth [n -S] 

DWEEBISH BDEEHISW DWEEB, unattractive or inept person [adj] 

DYARCHAL AACDHLRY DYARCHY, diarchy (government with two rulers) [adj] 
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ECOFREAK ACEEFKOR zealous environmentalist [n -S] 

ECOTYPIC CCEIOPTY ECOTYPE, subspecies adapted to specific environmental conditions [adj] 

EFFACING ACEFFGIN EFFACE, to rub or wipe out [v] 

EFFECTED CDEEEFFT EFFECT, to bring about [v] 

EFFETELY EEEFFLTY EFFETE, exhausted of vigor or energy [adv] 

EFFLUVIA AEFFILUV byproducts in form of waste [n EFFLUVIA] 

EFFUSIVE EEFFISUV pouring forth [adj] 

EJECTION CEEIJNOT act of ejecting (to throw out forcibly) [n -S] 

EJECTORS CEEJORST EJECTOR, one that ejects (to throw out forcibly) [n] 

EKPWELES EEEKLPSW EKPWELE, former monetary unit of Equatorial Guinea [n] 

ELFISHLY EFHILLSY ELFISH, resembling elf (small, often mischievous fairy) [adv] 

ELFLOCKS CEFKLLOS ELFLOCK, lock of tangled hair [n] 

ELOQUENT EELNOQTU fluent and convincing in speech [adj] 

ELVISHLY EHILLSVY ELVISH, elfish (resembling elf (small, often mischievous fairy)) [adv] 

EMBANKED ABDEEKMN EMBANK, to confine or protect with raised structure [v] 

EMBARKED ABDEEKMR EMBARK, to make start [v] 

EMBOSKED BDEEKMOS EMBOSK, to conceal with foliage [v] 

EMPATHIC ACEHIMPT EMPATHY, imaginative identification with another's thoughts and feelings [adj] 

EMPHATIC ACEHIMPT strongly expressive [adj] 

EMPYEMAS AEEMMPSY EMPYEMA, collection of pus in body cavity [n] 

ENDARCHY ACDEHNRY condition of being endarch [n -HIES] 

ENFEOFFS EEFFFNOS ENFEOFF, to invest with feudal estate [v] 

ENQUIRER EEINQRRU one that inquires (to ask about) [n -S] 

ENQUIRES EEINQRSU ENQUIRE, to inquire (to ask about) [v] 

ENTOZOAL AELNOOTZ entozoic (living within animal) [adj] 
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ENTOZOAN AENNOOTZ entozoic parasite [n -S] 

ENTOZOON ENNOOOTZ entozoan (entozoic parasite) [n -ZOA] 

ENTRYWAY AENRTWYY passage serving as entrance [n -S] 

EPICYCLE CCEEILPY circle that rolls on circumference of another circle [n -S] 

EPONYMIC CEIMNOPY EPONYM, person for whom something is named [adj] 

EQUALISE AEEILQSU to equalize (to make equal) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EQUATION AEINOQTU act of equating (to make equal) [n -S] 

EQUATORS AEOQRSTU EQUATOR, great circle of spherical celestial bodies [n] 

EQUISETA AEEIQSTU rushlike plants [n EQUISETA] 

EQUITANT AEINQTTU overlapping [adj] 

EQUITIES EEIIQSTU EQUITY, fairness or impartiality [n] 

EROTIZES EEIORSTZ EROTIZE, to give sexual meaning to [v] 

ERSATZES AEERSSTZ ERSATZ, substitute [n] 

ESCHEWED CDEEEHSW ESCHEW, to avoid (to keep away from) [v] 

ESQUIRES EEIQRSSU ESQUIRE, to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v] 

ETERNIZE EEEINRTZ to make everlasting [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ETHERIFY EEFHIRTY to convert into ether [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ETHYNYLS EHLNSTYY ETHYNYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

EUROZONE EENOORUZ area formed by countries using euro [n -S] 

EXACTERS ACEERSTX EXACTER, one that exacts (to force payment or yielding of) [n] 

EXACTEST ACEESTTX EXACT, precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated) [adj] 

EXACTION ACEINOTX act of exacting (to force payment or yielding of) [n -S] 

EXACTORS ACEORSTX EXACTOR, exacter (one that exacts (to force payment or yielding of)) [n] 

EXAMINEE AEEEIMNX one that is taking examination [n -S] 

EXAMINER AEEIMNRX one that examines (to inspect (to look carefully at or over)) [n -S] 

EXAMINES AEEIMNSX EXAMINE, to inspect (to look carefully at or over) [v] 

EXCESSES CEEESSSX EXCESS, to eliminate position of [v] 

EXCISION CEIINOSX act of excising (to remove by cutting out) [n -S] 

EXCITANT ACEINTTX stimulant [n -S] 

EXCITERS CEEIRSTX EXCITER, one that excites (to arouse emotions of) [n] 

EXCITONS CEINOSTX EXCITON, phenomenon occurring in excited crystal [n] 

EXCITORS CEIORSTX EXCITOR, exciter (one that excites (to arouse emotions of)) [n] 

EXCRETAL ACEELRTX EXCRETA, excreted matter [adj] 

EXCRETER CEEERRTX one that excretes (to separate and eliminate from organic body) [n -S] 

EXCRETES CEEERSTX EXCRETE, to separate and eliminate from organic body [v] 

EXCURSUS CERSSUUX long appended exposition of topic [n -ES] 

EXCUSERS CEERSSUX EXCUSER, one that excuses (to apologize for) [n] 

EXECRATE ACEEERTX to curse (to wish evil upon) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXECUTER CEEERTUX executor (one that executes (to carry out)) [n -S] 

EXECUTES CEEESTUX EXECUTE, to carry out [v] 

EXECUTOR CEEORTUX one that executes (to carry out) [n -S] 

EXERCISE CEEEIRSX to make use of [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EXILABLE ABEEILLX EXILE, to banish from one's own country [adj] 

EXIMIOUS EIIMOSUX excellent [adj] 

EXOCRINE CEEINORX external secretion [n -S] 

EXONUMIA AEIMNOUX collectible items other than coins or paper money [n EXONUMIA] 
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EXORABLE ABEELORX persuadable [adj] 

EXORCISE CEEIORSX to free of evil spirit [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EXORCIST CEIORSTX one who practices exorcism (act of exorcising (to free of evil spirit)) [n -S] 

EXOSMOSE EEMOOSSX form of osmosis [n -S] 

EXOSPORE EEOOPRSX outer coat of spore [n -S] 

EXOTERIC CEEIORTX suitable for public [adj] 

EXOTISMS EIMOSSTX EXOTISM, exotic (something from another part of world) [n] 

EXPANSES AEENPSSX EXPANSE, wide, continuous area [n] 

EXPELLEE EEEELLPX deportee (one who is deported) [n -S] 

EXPELLER EEELLPRX one that expels (to force out) [n -S] 

EXPENSES EEENPSSX EXPENSE, to charge with costs [v] 

EXPIATES AEEIPSTX EXPIATE, to atone for [v] 

EXPIATOR AEIOPRTX one that expiates (to atone for) [n -S] 

EXPIRERS EEIPRRSX EXPIRER, one that expires (to come to end) [n] 

EXPIRIES EEIIPRSX EXPIRY, termination [n] 

EXPLAINS AEILNPSX EXPLAIN, to make plain or understandable [v] 

EXPLANTS AELNPSTX EXPLANT, to remove from natural site of growth and place in medium [v] 

EXPLOITS EILOPSTX EXPLOIT, to take advantage of [v] 

EXPLORER EELOPRRX one that explores (to travel through for purpose of discovery) [n -S] 

EXPLORES EELOPRSX EXPLORE, to travel through for purpose of discovery [v] 

EXPONENT EENNOPTX one who expounds [n -S] 

EXPORTER EEOPRRTX one that exports (to send to other countries for commercial purposes) [n -S] 

EXPOSALS AELOPSSX EXPOSAL, exposure (act of exposing (to lay open to view)) [n] 

EXPOSERS EEOPRSSX EXPOSER, one that exposes (to lay open to view) [n] 

EXPOSITS EIOPSSTX EXPOSIT, to expound (to explain in detail) [v] 

EXPOSURE EEOPRSUX act of exposing (to lay open to view) [n -S] 

EXPRESSO EEOPRSSX espresso (strong coffee) [n -S] 

EXPULSES EELPSSUX EXPULSE, to expel (to force out) [v] 

EXSECANT ACEENSTX trigonometric function of angle [n -S] 

EXTENDED DDEEENTX EXTEND, to stretch out to full length [v] 

EXTINCTS CEINSTTX EXTINCT, to extinguish [v] 

EXTRACTS ACERSTTX EXTRACT, to pull or draw out [v] 

EXTREMER EEEMRRTX EXTREME, existing in very high degree [adj] 

EXTREMES EEEMRSTX EXTREME, highest degree [n] 

EXTRUDED DDEERTUX EXTRUDE, to force, thrust, or push out [v] 

EXTUBATE ABEETTUX to remove tube from [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXURBIAS ABEIRSUX EXURBIA, exurb (residential area lying beyond suburbs of city) [n] 

EYEBLINK BEEIKLNY instant (very short time) [n -S] 
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FACEDOWN ACDEFNOW confrontation between opponents [n -S] 

FACEPALM AACEFLMP to put one's palm on one's face to express disbelief or despair [v -ED, -ING, -S]   

FAHLBAND AABDFHLN band or stratum of rock impregnated with metallic sulfides [n -S] 

FAIRWAYS AAFIRSWY FAIRWAY, mowed part of golf course between tee and green [n] 

FAITHFUL AFFHILTU loyal follower or member [n -S] 
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FALLAWAY AAAFLLWY shot in basketball [n -S] 

FALLFISH AFFHILLS freshwater fish [n -ES] 

FAMISHED ADEFHIMS FAMISH, to suffer extreme hunger [v] 

FANCYING ACFGINNY FANCY, to take liking to [v] 

FARMHAND AADFHMNR farm laborer [n -S] 

FARMYARD AADFMRRY area surrounded by farm buildings [n -S] 

FASHIONY AFHINOSY fashionable, trendy [adj] 

FATHERLY AEFHLRTY paternal (pertaining to father) [adj] 

FATHOMED ADEFHMOT FATHOM, to understand (to grasp mentally) [v] 

FATSTOCK ACFKOSTT livestock that is fat and ready for market [n -S] 

FEATHERY AEEFHRTY resembling feathers [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

FECKLESS CEEFKLSS worthless [adj] 

FEDERACY ACDEEFRY alliance (association formed to further common interests of its members) [n -CIES] 

FELLOWLY EFLLLOWY friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adj] 

FETCHING CEFGHINT FETCH, to go after and bring back [v] 

FETLOCKS CEFKLOST FETLOCK, joint of horse's leg [n] 

FEVERISH EEFHIRSV having fever [adj] 

FICKLEST CEFIKLST FICKLE, not constant or loyal [adj] 

FIEFDOMS DEFFIMOS FIEFDOM, fief (feudal estate) [n] 

FIFTIETH EFFHIITT one of fifty equal parts [n -S] 

FILCHING CFGHIILN FILCH, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

FILEFISH EFFHIILS marine fish [n -ES] 

FILMLIKE EFIIKLLM resembling film [adj] 

FILTHILY FHIILLTY FILTHY, offensively dirty [adv] 

FINICKIN CFIIIKNN finicky (difficult to please) [adj] 

FINMARKS AFIKMNRS FINMARK, former monetary unit of Finland [n] 

FINNMARK AFIKMNNR finmark (former monetary unit of Finland) [n -S] 

FIREBOMB BBEFIMOR to attack with incendiary bombs [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FIRELOCK CEFIKLOR type of gun [n -S] 

FIREPINK EFIIKNPR flowering plant [n -S] 

FISHEYES EEFHISSY FISHEYE, suspicious stare [n] 

FISHPOND DFHINOPS pond abounding in edible fish [n -S] 

FITFULLY FFILLTUY FITFUL, recurring irregularly [adv] 

FLAGSHIP AFGHILPS ship bearing flag of fleet [n -S] 

FLASHILY AFHILLSY FLASHY, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adv] 

FLATFISH AFFHILST any of order of marine fishes [n -ES] 

FLATWASH AAFHLSTW flatwork (laundry that can be ironed mechanically) [n -ES] 

FLATWAYS AAFLSTWY flatwise (with flat side in particular position) [adv] 

FLAVOURY AFLORUVY flavory (full of flavor) [adj] 

FLEECHED CDEEEFHL FLEECH, to coax (to cajole (to persuade by flattery)) [v] 

FLENCHED CDEEFHLN FLENCH, to flense (to strip blubber or skin from) [v] 

FLESHILY EFHILLSY FLESHY, having much flesh [adv] 

FLETCHED CDEEFHLT FLETCH, to fledge (to furnish with feathers) [v] 

FLICKERS CEFIKLRS FLICKER, to move waveringly [v] 

FLINCHED CDEFHILN FLINCH, to shrink back involuntarily [v] 

FLITCHED CDEFHILT FLITCH, to cut into strips [v] 
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FLIVVERS EFILRSVV FLIVVER, old, battered car [n] 

FLOCKIER CEFIKLOR FLOCKY, woolly (consisting of or resembling wool) [adj] 

FLYOVERS EFLORSVY FLYOVER, flight of aircraft over specific location [n] 

FLYSHEET EEFHLSTY circular (leaflet intended for wide distribution) [n -S] 

FOAMLIKE AEFIKLMO resembling foam [adj] 

FOGEYISM EFGIMOSY fogyism (old-fashioned behavior) [n -S] 

FOGYISMS FGIMOSSY FOGYISM, old-fashioned behavior [n] 

FOLKMOOT FKLMOOOT general assembly of people in early England [n -S] 

FOLKMOTE EFKLMOOT folkmoot (general assembly of people in early England) [n -S] 

FOLKMOTS FKLMOOST FOLKMOT, folkmoot (general assembly of people in early England) [n] 

FOOFARAW AAFFOORW excessive ornamentation [n -S] 

FOOLFISH FFHILOOS marine fish [n -ES] 

FOOTMARK AFKMOORT mark left by foot on surface [n -S] 

FOOTWAYS AFOOSTWY FOOTWAY, footpath (path for pedestrians) [n] 

FORCEDLY CDEFLORY FORCE, to overcome resistance by exertion of strength [adv] 

FOREBODY BDEFOORY forward part of ship [n -DIES] 

FOREHOOF EFFHOOOR hoof of forefoot [n -S, -OOVES] 

FORELOCK CEFKLOOR to fasten with linchpin [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FOREMILK EFIKLMOR milk secreted immediately after childbirth [n -S] 

FOREPEAK AEEFKOPR forward part of ship's hold [n -S] 

FORESHOW EFHOORSW to show in advance [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

FORKBALL ABFKLLOR breaking pitch in baseball [n -S] 

FORTYISH FHIORSTY being about forty years old [adj] 

FOSSICKS CFIKOSSS FOSSICK, to search for gold [v] 

FOURTHLY FHLORTUY in fourth place [adv] 

FRANKUMS AFKMNRSU FRANKUM, hardened resin of spruce tree [n] 

FRECKLES CEEFKLRS FRECKLE, to mark with freckles (small, brownish spots) [v] 

FREEWAYS AEEFRSWY FREEWAY, express highway [n] 

FRENCHED CDEEFHNR FRENCH, to cut into thin strips before cooking [v] 

FROTHILY FHILORTY FROTHY, foamy (covered with foam) [adv] 

FRYBREAD ABDEFRRY fried bread [n -S] 

FUGACITY ACFGITUY lack of enduring qualities [n -TIES] 

FUMELIKE EEFIKLMU resembling fumes [adj] 

FUMINGLY FGILMNUY angrily (feeling strong displeasure or hostility) [adv] 

FUTTOCKS CFKOSTTU FUTTOCK, curved timber in frame of wooden ship [n] 
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GAMEBOOK ABEGKMOO book of strategies used by sports team [n -S] 

GAMEFISH AEFGHIMS fish caught for sport [n -ES] 

GAMEFOWL AEFGLMOW gamecock (rooster trained for fighting) [n -S] 

GAUCHELY ACEGHLUY GAUCHE, lacking social grace [adv] 

GEMSBOKS BEGKMOSS GEMSBOK, large antelope [n] 

GEOPHYTE EEGHOPTY plant having underground buds [n -S] 

GEWGAWED ADEEGGWW GEWGAW, showy trinket [adj] 

GIFTWRAP AFGIPRTW to wrap with decorative paper [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 
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GIPSYDOM DGIMOPSY gypsydom (realm of gypsies) [n -S] 

GIPSYISH GHIIPSSY gypsyish (resembling gypsy) [adj] 

GLOWWORM GLMOORWW luminous insect [n -S] 

GLYCERYL CEGLLRYY radical derived from glycerol [n -S] 

GLYCOSYL CGLLOSYY radical derived from glucose [n -S] 

GORCOCKS CCGKOORS GORCOCK, male red grouse [n] 

GRIPSACK ACGIKPRS valise (small piece of hand luggage) [n -S] 

GRYPHONS GHNOPRSY GRYPHON, griffin (mythological creature) [n] 
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HABDALAH AAABDHHL Jewish ceremony [n -S] 

HACHURED ACDEHHRU HACHURE, to make hatching on map [v] 

HACKLERS ACEHKLRS HACKLER, one that hackles (to hack (to cut or chop roughly)) [n] 

HACKLIER ACEHIKLR HACKLY, jagged (having sharply uneven edge or surface) [adj] 

HAFTARAH AAAFHHRT haphtara (biblical selection) [n -S, -ROS, -ROT, -ROTH] 

HAFTORAH AAFHHORT haphtara (biblical selection) [n -S, -ROS, -ROT, -ROTH] 

HAGBERRY ABEGHRRY small cherry [n -RRIES] 

HAGGADAH AAADGGHH biblical narrative [n -S, -DOT, -DOTH] 

HAIRLOCK ACHIKLOR lock of hair [n -S] 

HALAVAHS AAAHHLSV HALAVAH, halvah (Turkish confection) [n] 

HALFLIFE AEFFHILL measure of radioactive decay [n -IVES] 

HALFWITS AFHILSTW HALFWIT, foolish or stupid person [n] 

HALLMARK AAHKLLMR to mark with official stamp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HALLWAYS AAHLLSWY HALLWAY, hall (large room for assembly) [n] 

HANDYMAN AADHMNNY man who does odd jobs [n -MEN] 

HANDYMEN ADEHMNNY HANDYMAN, man who does odd jobs [n] 

HAPLOIDY ADHILOPY state of being haploid (cell having only one set of chromosomes) [n -DIES] 

HARDSHIP ADHHIPRS difficult, painful condition [n -S] 

HASSOCKS ACHKOSSS HASSOCK, footstool [n] 

HATCHING ACGHHINT series of lines used to show shading [n -S] / HATCH, to bring forth young from egg [v] 

HATMAKER AAEHKMRT one that makes hats [n -S] 

HATRACKS AACHKRST HATRACK, rack for hats [n] 

HAUBERKS ABEHKRSU HAUBERK, coat of armor [n] 

HAUNCHED ACDEHHNU HAUNCH, hindquarter [adj] 

HAWTHORN AHHNORTW thorny shrub [n -S] 

HAYLOFTS AFHLOSTY HAYLOFT, loft for hay storage [n] 

HAYWIRES AEHIRSWY HAYWIRE, wire used in baling hay [n] 

HEADACHE AACDEEHH pain inside head [n -S] 

HEADSHIP ADEHHIPS position of leader [n -S] 

HEATHERY AEEHHRTY HEATHER, evergreen shrub [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

HEAVENLY AEEHLNVY full of beauty and peace [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

HEAVYSET AEEHSTVY solidly built; stocky [adj] 

HEBDOMAD ABDDEHMO number seven [n -S] 

HECATOMB ABCEHMOT great sacrifice or slaughter [n -S] 

HECKLERS CEEHKLRS HECKLER, one that heckles (to harass speaker) [n] 
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HEDGEHOG DEEGGHHO small mammal [n -S] 

HEGEMONY EEGHMNOY great authority [n -NIES] 

HEGUMENY EEGHMNUY office of hegumen (head of monastery) [n -NIES] 

HELITACK ACEHIKLT use of helicopters to fight forest fires [n -S] 

HERBLIKE BEEHIKLR resembling herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [adj] 

HEREAWAY AAEEHRWY in this vicinity [adv] 

HEREWITH EEHHIRTW along with this [adv] 

HIGHBALL ABGHHILL to go at full speed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HIGHBORN BGHHINOR of noble birth [adj] 

HIGHSPOT GHHIOPST event of major importance [n -S] 

HIGHTOPS GHHIOPST HIGHTOP, sports shoe extending over ankle [n] 

HILLOCKS CHIKLLOS HILLOCK, small hill [n] 

HITCHING CGHHIINT HITCH, to fasten with knot or hook [v] 

HITMAKER AEHIKMRT musician who produces best-selling records [n -S] 

HIVEMIND DEHIIMNV group's collective ideas [n -S]   

HOECAKES ACEEHKOS HOECAKE, cornmeal cake [n] 

HOGMANAY AAGHMNOY Scottish celebration [n -S] 

HOGMENAY AEGHMNOY hogmanay (Scottish celebration) [n -S] 

HOLLOWLY HLLLOOWY HOLLOW, not solid (having definite shape and volume) [adv] 

HOLOGAMY AGHLMOOY state of having gametes of same size and form as other cells [n -MIES] 

HOMELIKE EEHIKLMO suggestive of home [adj] 

HOMEWARD ADEHMORW toward home [adv] 

HOMOGENY EGHMNOOY correspondence in form or structure [n -NIES] 

HOMOGONY GHMNOOOY condition of having flowers with uniform stamens and pistils [n -NIES] 

HOMOLOGY GHLMOOOY similarity in structure [n -GIES] 

HONCHOED CDEHHNOO HONCHO, to take charge of [v] 

HONEYFUL EFHLNOUY containing much honey [adj] 

HOOPLIKE EHIKLOOP suggestive of hoop [adj] 

HOPHEADS ADEHHOPS HOPHEAD, drug addict [n] 

HOPINGLY GHILNOPY in hopeful manner [adv] 

HORNBOOK BHKNOOOR primer (book that covers basics of subject) [n -S] 

HORSEFLY EFHLORSY large fly [n -LIES] 

HOTCAKES ACEHKOST HOTCAKE, pancake [n] 

HOTCHING CGHHINOT HOTCH, to wiggle (to move with short, quick movements from side to side) [v] 

HOUSEFLY EFHLOSUY common fly [n -LIES] 

HRYVNIAS AHINRSVY HRYVNIA, monetary unit of Ukraine [n] 

HUCKSTER CEHKRSTU to peddle (to travel about selling wares) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HUFFIEST EFFHISTU HUFFY, easily offended [adj] 

HUMIDITY DHIIMTUY moisture of air [n -TIES] 

HUMIFIED DEFHIIMU converted into humus [adj] 

HUMMABLE ABEHLMMU capable of being hummed [adj] 

HUNCHING CGHHINNU HUNCH, to arch forward [v] 

HUSWIFES EFHISSUW HUSWIFE, sewing kit [n] 

HUSWIVES EHISSUVW HUSWIFE, sewing kit [n] 

HUTCHING CGHHINTU HUTCH, to store away [v] 

HYDRAGOG ADGGHORY purgative causing watery discharges [n -S] 
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HYDROMEL DEHLMORY mixture of honey and water [n -S] 

HYDRONIC CDHINORY pertaining to heating and cooling by water [adj] 

HYGIENIC CEGHIINY HYGIENE, science of health [adj] 

HYPERGOL EGHLOPRY rocket fuel [n -S] 

HYPOGEAL AEGHLOPY underground [adj] 

HYPOGEAN AEGHNOPY hypogeal (underground) [adj] 

HYPOGENE EEGHNOPY formed underground [adj] 

HYRACOID ACDHIORY hyrax (small, harelike mammal) [n -S] 
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ICEKHANA AACEHIKN automotive event held on frozen lake [n -S] 

IMBARKED ABDEIKMR IMBARK, to embark (to make start) [v] 

IMPARKED ADEIKMPR IMPARK, to confine in park [v] 

IMPOLICY CIILMOPY unwise course of action [n -CIES] 

INDEXING DEGIINNX linking of wages and prices to cost-of-living levels [n -S] / INDEX, to provide with index [v] 

INEXPERT EEINPRTX novice (person new to any field or activity) [n -S] 

INJECTOR CEIJNORT one that injects (to force fluid into) [n -S] 

INKBERRY BEIKNRRY small shrub [n -RRIES] 

INQUESTS EINQSSTU INQUEST, legal inquiry [n] 

INQUIETS EIINQSTU INQUIET, to disturb (to interrupt quiet, rest, or peace of) [v] 

INQUIRER EIINQRRU one that inquires (to ask about) [n -S] 

INQUIRES EIINQRSU INQUIRE, to ask about [v] 

INTERMIX EIIMNRTX to mix together [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

IONIZERS EIINORSZ IONIZER, one that ionizes (to convert into ions) [n] 

IRONIZES EIINORSZ IRONIZE, to mix with nutritional iron [v] 

ISCHEMIC CCEHIIMS ISCHEMIA, type of anemia (disorder of blood) [adj] 
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JACONETS ACEJNOST JACONET, cotton cloth [n] 

JACULATE AACEJLTU to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

JAGGIEST AEGGIJST JAGGY, jagged (having sharply uneven edge or surface) [adj] 

JAILABLE AABEIJLL JAIL, to put in jail (place of confinement) [adj] 

JAILBAIT AABIIJLT offensive word [n -S] 

JALAPENO AAEJLNOP hot pepper [n -S] 

JALAPINS AAIJLNPS JALAPIN, medicinal substance contained in jalap [n] 

JALOPIES AEIJLOPS JALOPY, decrepit car [n] 

JANGLING AGGIJLNN JANGLE, to make harsh, metallic sound [v] 

JAPANNER AAEJNNPR one that japans (to coat with glossy, black lacquer) [n -S] 

JAPERIES AEEIJPRS JAPERY, mockery (act of mocking (to ridicule)) [n] 

JARGONED ADEGJNOR JARGON, to speak or write obscure and often pretentious kind of language [v] 

JASMINES AEIJMNSS JASMINE, climbing shrub [n] 

JELLABAS AABEJLLS JELLABA, djellaba (long hooded garment) [n] 

JERRICAN ACEIJNRR jerrycan (fuel container) [n -S] 

JETPORTS EJOPRSTT JETPORT, type of airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n] 
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JIGGIEST EGGIIJST JIGGY, pleasurably excited [adj] 

JIGGLIER EGGIIJLR JIGGLY, unsteady (not steady (firm in position)) [adj] 

JINGLING GGIIJLNN JINGLE, to make tinkling sound [v] 

JOCOSEST CEJOOSST JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adj] 

JOGGLERS EGGJLORS JOGGLER, one that joggles (to shake slightly) [n] 

JOINABLE ABEIJLNO JOIN, to unite (to bring together so as to form whole) [adj] 

JOUNCIER CEIJNORU JOUNCY, marked by jouncing motion [adj] 

JUBILANT ABIJLNTU exultant (exulting) [adj] 

JUBILATE ABEIJLTU to exult (to rejoice greatly) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

JUBILEES BEEIJLSU JUBILEE, celebration [n] 

JUDGIEST DEGIJSTU JUDGEY, judgy (judgemental) [adj] / JUDGY [adj]   

JUGGLERS EGGJLRSU JUGGLER, one that juggles (to perform feats of manual dexterity) [n] 

JUICIEST CEIIJSTU JUICY, full of juice [adj] 

JUNCTION CIJNNOTU place where things join [n -S] 

JUNCTURE CEJNRTUU act of joining (to unite (to bring together so as to form whole)) [n -S] 

JUNIPERS EIJNPRSU JUNIPER, evergreen tree [n] 

JURASSIC ACIJRSSU of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

JURISTIC CIIJRSTU JURIST, one versed in law [adj] 

JUSTICES CEIJSSTU JUSTICE, judge [n] 
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KABLOOEY ABEKLOOY used to indicate abrupt happening [interj] 

KACHINAS AACHIKNS KACHINA, ancestral spirit [n] 

KALYPTRA AAKLPRTY thin veil [n -S] 

KAMPONGS AGKMNOPS KAMPONG, small village [n] 

KASHMIRS AHIKMRSS KASHMIR, cashmere (fine wool) [n] 

KATCHINA AACHIKNT kachina (ancestral spirit) [n -S] 

KATYDIDS ADDIKSTY KATYDID, grasshopper [n] 

KEPHALIN AEHIKLNP cephalin (bodily chemical) [n -S] 

KEYPRESS EEKPRSSY depression of key on keyset [n -ES] 

KHADDARS AADDHKRS KHADDAR, cotton cloth [n] 

KHAMSEEN AEEHKMNS khamsin (hot, dry wind) [n -S] 

KHAMSINS AHIKMNSS KHAMSIN, hot, dry wind [n] 

KIBBLING BBGIIKLN KIBBLE, to grind coarsely [v] 

KIBOSHES BEHIKOSS KIBOSH, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

KIELBASY ABEIKLSY KIELBASA, smoked sausage [n] 

KILOBYTE BEIKLOTY 1,024 bytes [n -S] 

KINGCUPS CGIKNPSU KINGCUP, marsh plant [n] 

KINGHOOD DGHIKNOO office of king [n -S] 

KINGWOOD DGIKNOOW hardwood tree [n -S] 

KINSHIPS HIIKNPSS KINSHIP, relationship (state of being related) [n] 

KIPPERED DEEIKPPR KIPPER, to cure fish by salting and smoking [v] 

KIRSCHES CEHIKRSS KIRSCH, kind of brandy [n] 

KISSABLY ABIKLSSY KISS, to touch with lips as sign of affection [adv] 

KITCHENS CEHIKNST KITCHEN, room where food is cooked [n] 
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KITSCHES CEHIKSST KITSCH, garish art or literature [n] 

KLATCHES ACEHKLST KLATCH, social gathering [n] 

KNAPPING AGIKNNPP KNAP, to strike sharply [v] 

KNIGHTED DEGHIKNT KNIGHT, to make knight (medieval gentleman-soldier) of [v] 

KNOBBING BBGIKNNO KNOB, to provide with knob (rounded protuberance) [v] 

KNOWABLE ABEKLNOW KNOW, to have true understanding of [adj] 

KOHLRABI ABHIKLOR variety of cabbage [n -ES] 

KOUMYSES EKMOSSUY KOUMYS, koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n] 

KOUPREYS EKOPRSUY KOUPREY, short-haired ox [n] 

KRUMHORN HKMNORRU crumhorn (double-reed woodwind instrument) [n -S] 

KRYPTONS KNOPRSTY KRYPTON, gaseous element [n] 

KYANITIC ACIIKNTY KYANITE, cyanite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [adj] 
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LACEWORK ACEKLORW delicate openwork fabric [n -S] 

LADYSHIP ADHILPSY condition of being lady [n -S] 

LALIQUES AEILLQSU LALIQUE, style of cut glass or crystal [n] 

LAMBENCY ABCELMNY quality or instance of being lambent [n -CIES] 

LAPIDIFY ADFIILPY to turn to stone [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

LATERIZE AEEILRTZ to convert to laterite [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LATINIZE AEIILNTZ to translate into Latin [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LAVEROCK ACEKLORV songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

LAVISHLY AHILLSVY LAVISH, expending or giving in great amounts [adv] 

LAVROCKS ACKLORSV LAVROCK, laverock (songbird (bird that utters musical call)) [n] 

LAWBOOKS ABKLOOSW LAWBOOK, book containing or dealing with laws [n] 

LAWFULLY AFLLLUWY LAWFUL, allowed by law (body of rules governing affairs of community) [adv] 

LAWMAKER AAEKLMRW legislator [n -S] 

LAWYERLY AELLRWYY befitting member of legal profession [adj] 

LAYAWAYS AAALSWYY LAYAWAY, item that has been reserved with down payment [n] 

LAZARETS AAELRSTZ LAZARET, hospital treating contagious diseases [n] 

LAZINESS AEILNSSZ state of being lazy (disinclined toward work or exertion) [n -ES] 

LAZULITE AEILLTUZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

LAZURITE AEILRTUZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

LEXICONS CEILNOSX LEXICON, dictionary [n] 

LIFEWAYS AEFILSWY LIFEWAY, way of living [n] 

LIFTOFFS FFFILOST LIFTOFF, vertical takeoff of rocket [n] 

LIKEABLY ABEIKLLY LIKEABLE, likable (pleasant (pleasing)) [adv] 

LINKBOYS BIKLNOSY LINKBOY, man or boy hired to carry torch to light way along dark streets [n] 

LIONIZER EIILNORZ one that lionizes (to treat or regard as celebrity) [n -S] 

LIONIZES EIILNOSZ LIONIZE, to treat or regard as celebrity [v] 

LIQUATES AEILQSTU LIQUATE, to purify metal by heating [v] 

LIQUEURS EILQRSUU LIQUEUR, sweetened alcoholic beverage [n] 

LOBBYISM BBILMOSY practice of lobbying [n -S] 

LOGOTYPY GLOOPTYY use of logotypes [n -PIES] 

LOQUITUR ILOQRTUU he or she speaks [v] 
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LOVELOCK CEKLLOOV lock of hair hanging separately [n -S] 

LOVESICK CEIKLOSV languishing with love [adj] 

LUKEWARM AEKLMRUW moderately warm [adj] 

LYCHGATE ACEGHLTY roofed gateway to churchyard [n -S] 

LYNCHING CGHILNNY act of one who lynches [n -S] / LYNCH, to put to death without legal sanction [v] 
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MACHACAS AAACCHMS MACHACA, Mexican dish featuring shredded meat fried with vegetables [n] 

MACHISMO ACHIMMOS strong masculinity [n -S] 

MACHOISM ACHIMMOS machismo (strong masculinity) [n -S] 

MACKLING ACGIKLMN MACKLE, to blur in printing [v] 

MAHOGANY AAGHMNOY tropical tree [n -NIES] 

MAJLISES AEIJLMSS MAJLIS, parliament in various North African and Middle Eastern countries [n] 

MAKEFAST AAEFKMST object to which boat is tied [n -S] 

MAKEOVER AEEKMORV changing of appearance [n -S] 

MALARKEY AAEKLMRY nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n -S] 

MAMMOTHS AHMMMOST MAMMOTH, extinct elephant [n] 

MANTEAUX AAEMNTUX MANTEAU, loose cloak [n] 

MANYFOLD ADFLMNOY by many times [adv] 

MARKHOOR AHKMOORR markhor (wild goat) [n -S] 

MARKHORS AHKMORRS MARKHOR, wild goat [n] 

MASHGIAH AAGHHIMS inspector of kosher establishments [n -ICHIM, -IHIM] 

MASTIXES AEIMSSTX MASTIX, mastic (aromatic resin) [n] 

MATCHUPS ACHMPSTU MATCHUP, setting of two players against each other [n] 

MATRIXES AEIMRSTX MATRIX, something within which something else originates or develops [n] 

MAXILLAE AAEILLMX MAXILLA, upper jaw or jawbone [n] 

MAXILLAS AAILLMSX MAXILLA, upper jaw or jawbone [n] 

MAYAPPLE AAELMPPY perennial herb [n -S] 

MAYWEEDS ADEEMSWY MAYWEED, malodorous weed [n] 

MEATHOOK AEHKMOOT hook on which to hang meat [n -S] 

MECHANIC ACCEHIMN person who works with machines [n -S] 

MEMSAHIB ABEHIMMS European woman living in colonial India [n -S] 

MENFOLKS EFKLMNOS menfolk (men of family or community) [n -S] 

MEPHITIC CEHIIMPT MEPHITIS, offensive odor [adj] 

MESHUGAH AEGHHMSU meshuga (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] 

METHINKS EHIKMNST it seems to me -- METHINKS is impersonal verb and is used only in 3d person sing. [v -HOUGHT] 

MICAWBER ABCEIMRW person who remains hopeful despite adversity [n -S] 

MICROHMS CHIMMORS MICROHM, unit of electrical resistance [n] 

MICROMHO CHIMMOOR unit of electrical conductance [n -S] 

MIDRIFFS DFFIIMRS MIDRIFF, middle part of body [n] 

MIDWIFES DEFIIMSW MIDWIFE, to assist woman in childbirth [v] 

MIDWIVES DEIIMSVW MIDWIFE, to assist woman in childbirth [v] 

MIGHTILY GHIILMTY MIGHTY, strong (having great strength) [adv] 

MILKMAID ADIIKLMM woman who milks cows [n -S] 

MILKWORT IKLMORTW flowering plant [n -S] 
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MILLILUX IILLLMUX unit of illumination [n -UCES, -ES] 

MILLWORK IKLLMORW woodwork produced by milling [n -S] 

MISAPPLY AILMPPSY to apply wrongly [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

MISJOINS IIJMNOSS MISJOIN, to join improperly [v] 

MISKNOWN IKMNNOSW MISKNOW, to fail to understand or recognize [v] 

MISKNOWS IKMNOSSW MISKNOW, to fail to understand or recognize [v] 

MISMATCH ACHIMMST to match badly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

MISOGYNY GIMNOSYY hatred of women [n -NIES] 

MISPATCH ACHIMPST to patch badly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

MISTHINK HIIKMNST to think wrongly [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

MISYOKES EIKMOSSY MISYOKE, to yoke improperly [v] 

MIXTURES EIMRSTUX MIXTURE, something produced by mixing [n] 

MODISHLY DHILMOSY MODISH, stylish (fashionable) [adv] 

MOJARRAS AAJMORRS MOJARRA, marine fish [n] 

MONAXIAL AAILMNOX having one axis [adj] 

MONAXONS AMNNOOSX MONAXON, straight spicule in sponges [n] 

MONOGYNY GMNNOOYY condition of having one wife at time [n -NIES] 

MOONWALK AKLMNOOW to walk on moon [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MORBIFIC BCFIIMOR causing disease [adj] 

MORPHEME EEHMMOPR linguistic unit [n -S] 

MOTHLIKE EHIKLMOT resembling moth (winged insect) [adj] 

MOUSSEUX EMOSSUUX sparkling wine [n MOUSSEUX] 

MOVINGLY GILMNOVY so as to affect emotions [adv] 

MUDBANKS ABDKMNSU MUDBANK, sloping area of mud alongside body of water [n] 

MUDFLOWS DFLMOSUW MUDFLOW, moving mass of mud [n] 

MUDROCKS CDKMORSU MUDROCK, pelite (rock composed of fine fragments) [n] 

MUFFLING FFGILMNU MUFFLE, to wrap with something to deaden sound [v] 

MUKHTARS AHKMRSTU MUKHTAR, head of government of town in Arabic countries [n] 

MULTIJET EIJLMTTU having more than two jets [adj] 

MUSICKED CDEIKMSU MUSICK, to compose music for [v] 

MUSKETRY EKMRSTUY technique of firing small arms [n -RIES] 

MYCELIUM CEILMMUY vegetative portion of fungus [n -IA]  

MYCETOMA ACEMMOTY fungous infection [n -S, -TA] 

MYOSCOPE CEMOOPSY instrument for observing muscular contractions [n -S] 
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NAPROXEN AENNOPRX anti-inflammatory drug [n -S] 

NASALIZE AAEILNSZ to produce sounds nasally [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

NECKBAND ABCDEKNN band worn around neck (part of body joining head to trunk) [n -S] 

NECKWEAR ACEEKNRW something that is worn around neck [n NECKWEAR] 

NETIZENS EEINNSTZ NETIZEN, frequent user of Internet [n] 

NEWSPEAK AEEKNPSW deliberately ambiguous language [n -S] 

NEWWAVER AEENRVWW member of new-wave movement [n -S] 

NONEQUAL AELNNOQU one that is not equal [n -S] 

NONMAJOR AJMNNOOR student who is not majoring in specified subject [n -S] 
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NONQUOTA ANNOOQTU not included in or subject to quota [adj] 

NONTOXIC CINNOOTX something that is not toxic [n -S] 

NOTARIZE AEINORTZ to certify through notary [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

NUNCHAKU ACHKNNUU Japanese weapon [n -S] 

NUNCHUKS CHKNNSUU NUNCHUK, nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n] 
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OAFISHLY AFHILOSY OAF, clumsy, stupid person [adv] 

OFFSHOOT FFHOOOST lateral shoot from main stem [n -S] 

OFFSHORE EFFHOORS area of submerged land out from shore [n -S] 

OOZINESS EINOOSSZ state of being oozy (containing or resembling soft mud or slime) [n -ES] 

OPENWORK EKNOOPRW ornamental or structural work containing numerous openings [n -S] 

OQUASSAS AAOQSSSU OQUASSA, small lake trout [n] 

OTOTOXIC CIOOOTTX adversely affecting hearing or balance [adj] 

OUTBOXES BEOOSTUX OUTBOX, to surpass in boxing [v] 

OUTQUOTE EOOQTTUU to surpass in quoting [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTSIZES EIOSSTUZ OUTSIZE, unusual size [n] 

OVERBAKE ABEEKORV to bake too long [v -D, -KING, -S] 

OVERBOOK BEKOOORV to issue reservations in excess of space available [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERCOOK CEKOOORV to cook too long [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERFISH EFHIORSV to deplete supply of fish in area by fishing to excess [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OVERFLEW EEFLORVW OVERFLY, to fly over [v] 

OVERFLOW EFLOORVW to flow over top of [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

OVERHOLY EHLOORVY too holy [adj] 

OVERMEEK EEEKMORV excessively meek [adj] 

OVERMILK EIKLMORV to milk to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERPUMP EMOPPRUV to pump to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERRUFF EFFORRUV to trump with higher trump card than has already been played [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERSICK CEIKORSV too sick [adj] 

OVERVIEW EEIORVVW summary (short restatement) [n -S] 

OVERWARY AEORRVWY too wary [adj] 

OVERWILY EILORVWY too wily [adj] 

OWLISHLY HILLOSWY OWLISH, resembling owl (nocturnal bird) [adv] 

OXIDATED ADDEIOTX OXIDATE, to oxidize (to combine with oxygen) [v] 

OXIDISED DDEIIOSX OXIDISE, to oxidize (to combine with oxygen) [v] 

OXIMETER EEIMORTX instrument for measuring amount of oxygen in blood [n -S] 

OZONATES AENOOSTZ OZONATE, to treat or combine with ozone [v] 

OZONISER EINOORSZ producer of ozone [n -S] 

OZONISES EINOOSSZ OZONISE, to ozonize (to convert into ozone) [v] 
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PACHALIC AACCHILP pashalik (territory of pasha) [n -S] 

PACHUCOS ACCHOPSU PACHUCO, flashy Mexican-American youth [n] 

PACIFISM ACFIIMPS opposition to war or violence [n -S] 
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PACKAGER AACEGKPR one that packages (to make into package (wrapped or boxed object)) [n -S] 

PACKAGES AACEGKPS PACKAGE, to make into package (wrapped or boxed object) [v] 

PACKETED ACDEEKPT PACKET, to make into small package [v] 

PACKINGS ACGIKNPS PACKING, material used to pack [n] 

PADISHAH AADHHIPS sovereign [n -S] 

PADLOCKS ACDKLOPS PADLOCK, to secure with type of lock [v] 

PADSHAHS AADHHPSS PADSHAH, padishah (sovereign) [n] 

PALPABLY AABLLPPY PALPABLE, capable of being felt [adv] 

PAMPHLET AEHLMPPT to distribute pamphlets (small informative leaflets or booklets) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PANCAKED AACDEKNP PANCAKE, to land airplane in certain manner [v] 

PANICKED ACDEIKNP PANIC, to be overwhelmed by fear [v] 

PAPERBOY ABEOPPRY newsboy (boy who delivers or sells newspapers) [n -S] 

PARALLAX AAALLPRX apparent optical displacement of object [n -ES] 

PARBAKED AABDEKPR PARBAKE, to bake partially [v] 

PASHALIK AAHIKLPS territory of pasha [n -S] 

PASSKEYS AEKPSSSY PASSKEY, key that opens several different locks [n] 

PAWKIEST AEIKPSTW PAWKY, sly (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [adj] 

PAYDOWNS ADNOPSWY PAYDOWN, reduction of debt through repayment [n] 

PECCAVIS ACCEIPSV PECCAVI, confession of sin [n] 

PENKNIFE EEFIKNNP small pocketknife [n -IVES] 

PERIGYNY EGINPRYY state of being situated on cuplike organ surrounding pistil [n -NIES] 

PERJURER EEJPRRRU one guilty of perjury [n -S] 

PERJURES EEJPRRSU PERJURE, to make perjurer of [v] 

PHIMOTIC CHIIMOPT PHIMOSIS, abnormal constriction of opening of prepuce [adj] 

PHISHING GHHIINPS practice of using email illegally to induce people to reveal personal information [n -S] / PHISH, to engage in phishing [v] 

PHONEMIC CEHIMNOP PHONEME, unit of speech [adj] 

PHONEYED DEEHNOPY PHONEY, to phony (to alter so as to make appear genuine) [v] 

PHONYING GHINNOPY PHONY, to alter so as to make appear genuine [v] 

PHOTOMAP AHMOOPPT to map by means of aerial photography [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

PHOTOPIC CHIOOPPT PHOTOPIA, vision in bright light [adj] 

PHREAKER AEEHKPRR one that phreaks (to gain illegal access to long-distance telephone service to avoid tolls) [n -S] 

PHYLLODE DEHLLOPY flattened petiole that serves as leaf [n -S] 

PHYLLOID DHILLOPY leaflike plant part [n -S] 

PIAFFING AFFGIINP PIAFFE, to perform piaffer [v] 

PIBROCHS BCHIOPRS PIBROCH, musical piece played on bagpipe [n] 

PICACHOS ACCHIOPS PICACHO, isolated peak of hill [n] 

PICIFORM CFIIMOPR pertaining to order of birds [adj] 

PICKADIL ACDIIKLP type of collar [n -S] 

PICKETED CDEEIKPT PICKET, to stand outside of some location, as business, to publicize one's grievances against it [v] 

PICKINGS CGIIKNPS PICKING, act of one that picks [n] 

PICKLING CGIIKLNP PICKLE, to preserve or flavor in solution of brine or vinegar [v] 

PIFFLING FFGIILNP PIFFLE, to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v] 

PIGSTICK CGIIKPST to hunt for wild boar [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PINKEYES EEIKNPSY PINKEYE, inflammation of eye [n] 

PINWORKS IKNOPRSW PINWORK, type of embroidery [n] 

PIPECLAY ACEILPPY to whiten leather with fine white clay [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PIROSHKI HIIKOPRS PIROZHOK, small Russian pastry [n] 

PITCHMAN ACHIMNPT salesman of small wares [n -MEN] 

PITCHMEN CEHIMNPT PITCHMAN, salesman of small wares [n] 

PIXELATE AEEILPTX to divide image into pixels for display in digital format [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PIXILATE AEIILPTX pixelate (to divide image into pixels for display in digital format) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PIXINESS EIINPSSX state of being playfully mischievous [n -ES] 

PLACABLY AABCLLPY PLACABLE, capable of being placated [adv] 

PLATEAUX AAELPTUX PLATEAU, level stretch of elevated land [n] 

PLAYDAYS AADLPSYY PLAYDAY, holiday [n] 

PLAYDOWN ADLNOPWY playoff (series of games played to determine championship) [n -S] 

PLAYLIKE AEIKLLPY resembling theatrical performance [adj] 

PLEXUSES EELPSSUX PLEXUS, interlacing of parts [n] 

PLOWHEAD ADEHLOPW clevis of plow [n -S] 

PLUCKING CGIKLNPU PLUCK, to pull out or off [v] 

PLUMBERY BELMPRUY work of plumber [n -RIES] 

PLUMPISH HILMPPSU somewhat plump [adj] 

PLYINGLY GILLNPYY PLY, to supply with or offer repeatedly [adv] 

PLYWOODS DLOOPSWY PLYWOOD, building material [n] 

POCKETED CDEEKOPT POCKET, to place in pouch sewed into garment [v] 

POLEAXES AEELOPSX POLEAX, to strike with axlike weapon [v] / POLEAXE, to poleax (to strike with axlike weapon) [v] 

POLLYWOG GLLOOPWY polliwog (tadpole (aquatic larva of amphibian)) [n -S] 

POLYGONY GLNOOPYY herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -NIES] 

POLYGYNE EGLNOPYY having more than one egg-laying queen in insect colony [adj] 

POTHOOKS HKOOOPST POTHOOK, hook for lifting or hanging pots [n] 

PRANKISH AHIKNPRS mischievous [adj] 

PRAXISES AEIPRSSX PRAXIS, practical use of theory [n] 

PREAXIAL AAEILPRX situated in front of axis [adj] 

PREBAKED ABDEEKPR PREBAKE, to bake beforehand [v] 

PREEXIST EEIPRSTX to exist before [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREFIGHT EFGHIPRT preceding fight [adj] 

PREFRANK AEFKNPRR to frank beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREPUNCH CEHNPPRU to punch in advance [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PRETEXTS EEPRSTTX PRETEXT, to allege as excuse [v] 

PREWEIGH EEGHIPRW to weigh beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREWORKS EKOPRRSW PREWORK, to work beforehand [v] 

PRICKING CGIIKNPR prickly feeling [n -S] / PRICK, to puncture slightly [v] 

PRICKLED CDEIKLPR PRICKLE, to prick (to puncture slightly) [v] 

PROBABLY ABBLOPRY without much doubt [adv] 

PROMPTLY LMOPPRTY in prompt (quick to act or respond) manner [adv] 

PROPYLIC CILOPPRY PROPYL, univalent radical [adj] 

PROVOKER EKOOPRRV one that provokes (to incite to anger or resentment) [n -S] 

PROVOKES EKOOPRSV PROVOKE, to incite to anger or resentment [v] 

PRYINGLY GILNPRYY PRY, to inquire impertinently into private matters [adv] 

PSHAWING AGHINPSW PSHAW, to utter expression of disapproval [v] 

PUBLICLY BCILLPUY by public [adv] 

PUCKERED CDEEKPRU PUCKER, to gather into small wrinkles or folds [v] 
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PUGMARKS AGKMPRSU PUGMARK, footprint [n] 

PULSEJET EEJLPSTU type of engine [n -S] 

PULSOJET EJLOPSTU pulsejet (type of engine) [n -S] 

PURLIEUX EILPRUUX PURLIEU, outlying or neighboring area [n] 

PURVEYED DEEPRUVY PURVEY, to supply (to furnish with what is needed) [v] 

PUSHDOWN DHNOPSUW store of computer data [n -S] 

PYCNOTIC CCINOPTY pyknotic (exhibiting pyknosis (shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus)) [adj] 

PYGIDIUM DGIIMPUY posterior region of certain invertebrates [n -IA] 

PYKNOSES EKNOPSSY PYKNOSIS, shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus [n] 

PYKNOSIS IKNOPSSY shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus [n -SES] 

PYROLOGY GLOOPRYY scientific examination of materials by heat [n -GIES] 

 

17-Point Face Value 

Q 

QUAESTOR AEOQRSTU ancient Roman magistrate [n -S] 

QUAINTER AEINQRTU QUAINT, pleasingly old-fashioned or unfamiliar [adj] 

QUANTILE AEILNQTU any of values of random variable that divides frequency distribution [n -S] 

QUANTISE AEINQSTU to quantize (to limit possible values of to discrete set) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

QUARRELS AELQRRSU QUARREL, to engage in angry dispute [v] 

QUARRIER AEIQRRRU one that quarries (to dig stone from excavation) [n -S] 

QUARRIES AEIQRRSU QUARRY, to dig stone from excavation [v] 

QUARTANS AANQRSTU QUARTAN, recurrent malarial fever [n] 

QUARTERN AENQRRTU one-fourth of something [n -S] 

QUARTERS AEQRRSTU QUARTER, to divide into four equal parts [v] 

QUARTETS AEQRSTTU QUARTET, group of four [n] 

QUARTIER AEIQRRTU district in French city [n -S] 

QUARTILE AEILQRTU portion of frequency distribution [n -S] 

QUASSIAS AAIQSSSU QUASSIA, tropical tree [n] 

QUASSINS AINQSSSU QUASSIN, medicinal compound obtained from wood of quassia [n] 

QUATRAIN AAINQRTU stanza of four lines [n -S] 

QUEASIER AEEIQRSU QUEASY, easily nauseated [adj] 

QUEENIER EEEINQRU QUEENY, showily effeminate [adj] 

QUEEREST EEEQRSTU QUEER, deviating from expected or normal [adj] 

QUELLERS EELLQRSU QUELLER, one that quells (to suppress (to put end to forcibly)) [n] 

QUENELLE EEELLNQU type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup) [n -S] 

QUERIERS EEIQRRSU QUERIER, querist (one who queries) [n] 

QUERISTS EIQRSSTU QUERIST, one who queries [n] 

QUESTERS EEQRSSTU QUESTER, one that quests (to make search) [n] 

QUESTION EINOQSTU to put question (inquiry) to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

QUESTORS EOQRSSTU QUESTOR, quaestor (ancient Roman magistrate) [n] 

QUIETENS EEINQSTU QUIETEN, to quiet (to cause to be quiet) [v] 

QUIETERS EEIQRSTU QUIETER, one that quiets (to cause to be quiet) [n] 

QUIETEST EEIQSTTU QUIET, making little or no noise [adj] 

QUIETIST EIIQSTTU advocate of quietism [n -S] 

QUILLAIA AAIILLQU quillai (evergreen tree) [n -S] 

QUILLAIS AIILLQSU QUILLAI, evergreen tree [n] 
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QUILLETS EILLQSTU QUILLET, trivial distinction [n] 

QUILTERS EILQRSTU QUILTER, one that quilts (to stitch together with padding in between) [n] 

QUINELAS AEILNQSU QUINELA, quinella (type of bet in horse racing) [n] 

QUINELLA AEILLNQU type of bet in horse racing [n -S] 

QUINIELA AEIILNQU quinella (type of bet in horse racing) [n -S] 

QUININAS AIINNQSU QUININA, quinine (medicinal alkaloid) [n] 

QUININES EIINNQSU QUININE, medicinal alkaloid [n] 

QUINNATS AINNQSTU QUINNAT, food fish [n] 

QUINOLIN IILNNOQU chemical compound [n -S] 

QUINONES EINNOQSU QUINONE, chemical compound [n] 

QUINSIES EIINQSSU QUINSY, inflammation of tonsils [n] 

QUINTAIN AIINNQTU object used as target in medieval sport [n -S] 

QUINTALS AILNQSTU QUINTAL, unit of weight [n] 

QUINTANS AINNQSTU QUINTAN, recurrent fever [n] 

QUINTARS AINQRSTU QUINTAR, qintar (monetary unit of Albania) [n] 

QUINTETS EINQSTTU QUINTET, group of five [n] 

QUINTILE EIILNQTU portion of frequency distribution [n -S] 

QUINTINS IINNQSTU QUINTIN, fine linen [n] 

QUITRENT EINQRTTU fixed rent due from socage tenant [n -S] 

QUITTERS EIQRSTTU QUITTER, one that quits (to end one's engagement in or occupation with) [n] 

QUITTORS IOQRSTTU QUITTOR, inflammation of animal's hoof [n] 

QUOTIENT EINOQTTU number resulting from division of one number by another [n -S] 
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RACEWALK AACEKLRW to walk for speed while maintaining foot contact with ground and keeping supporting leg straight [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RACKFULS ACFKLRSU RACKFUL, as much as rack can hold [n] 

RAMPANCY AACMNPRY state of being rampant (unrestrained (not restrained (restrain))) [n -CIES] 

REALIZER AEEILRRZ one that realizes (to understand completely) [n -S] 

REALIZES AEEILRSZ REALIZE, to understand completely [v] 

REAPHOOK AEHKOOPR implement used in reaping [n -S] 

REBUFFED BDEEFFRU REBUFF, to reject or refuse curtly [v] 

RECHEWED CDEEEHRW RECHEW, to chew again [v] 

RECOCKED CCDEEKOR RECOCK, to cock again [v] 

RECODIFY CDEFIORY to codify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

REDBRICK BCDEIKRR modern British university [n -S] 

REEDBUCK BCDEEKRU African antelope [n -S] 

REEJECTS CEEEJRST REEJECT, to eject again [v] 

REEXPELS EEELPRSX REEXPEL, to expel again [v] 

REEXPORT EEOPRRTX to export again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEXPOSE EEEOPRSX to expose again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REINJECT CEEIJNRT to inject again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REJECTEE CEEEEJRT one that is rejected [n -S] 

REJECTER CEEEJRRT one that rejects (to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of) [n -S] 

REJECTOR CEEJORRT rejecter (one that rejects (to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of)) [n -S] 

REJIGGER EEGGIJRR to alter (to make different) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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REJOICER CEEIJORR one that rejoices (to feel joyful) [n -S] 

REJOICES CEEIJORS REJOICE, to feel joyful [v] 

REJUDGES DEEGJRSU REJUDGE, to judge again [v] 

REJUGGLE EEGGJLRU to juggle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RELIQUES EEILQRSU RELIQUE, relic (surviving memorial of something past) [n] 

REMIXERS EEIMRRSX REMIXER, one that remixes (as recording) [n] 

REMODIFY DEFIMORY to modify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

REOCCUPY CCEOPRUY to occupy again [v -PIED, -ING, -PIES] 

REPACKED ACDEEKPR REPACK, to pack again [v] 

REQUESTS EEQRSSTU REQUEST, to express desire for [v] 

REQUINTO EINOQRTU small guitar [n -S] 

REQUIRER EEIQRRRU one that requires (to have need of) [n -S] 

REQUIRES EEIQRRSU REQUIRE, to have need of [v] 

REQUITAL AEILQRTU something given in return, compensation, or retaliation [n -S] 

REQUITER EEIQRRTU one that requites (to make equivalent return for) [n -S] 

REQUITES EEIQRSTU REQUITE, to make equivalent return for [v] 

RESEIZES EEEIRSSZ RESEIZE, to seize again [v] 

RESKETCH CEEHKRST to sketch again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REVERIFY EEFIRRVY to verify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

REZEROES EEEORRSZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v] 

RHAPSODY ADHOPRSY exalted expression of feeling [n -DIES] 

RICHWEED CDEEHIRW flowering plant [n -S] 

RICKSHAS ACHIKRSS RICKSHA, rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n] 

RITZIEST EIIRSTTZ RITZY, elegant (tastefully opulent) [adj] 

ROCKETRY CEKORRTY science of rockets [n -S] 

ROCKFALL ACFKLLOR mass of fallen rocks [n -S] 

ROCKWOOL CKLOOORW mineral wool used for insulation [n -S] 

ROLLICKY CIKLLORY given to rollicking [adj] 

ROPEWALK AEKLOPRW long path where ropes are made [n -S] 

ROQUETTE EEOQRTTU arugula (European annual herb) [n -S] 

RORQUALS ALOQRRSU RORQUAL, large whale [n] 

ROWDYISM DIMORSWY disorderly behavior [n -S] 

ROWLOCKS CKLOORSW ROWLOCK, oarlock (device for holding oar in place) [n] 

RUBYLIKE BEIKLRUY resembling ruby [adj] 

RURALIZE AEILRRUZ to make rural [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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SACHEMIC ACCEHIMS SACHEM, Native American chief [adj] 

SACKFULS ACFKLSSU SACKFUL, as much as sack can hold [n] 

SACKSFUL ACFKLSSU SACKFUL, as much as sack can hold [n] 

SAFFRONY AFFNORSY resembling saffron (flowering plant) [adj -NIER, -NIEST] 

SALINIZE AEIILNSZ to treat with salt [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SANDWICH ACDHINSW to place between two layers or objects [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SANITIZE AEIINSTZ to guard against infection or disease by cleaning or sterilizing [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SAPAJOUS AAJOPSSU SAPAJOU, capuchin (long-tailed monkey) [n] 
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SAPPHICS ACHIPPSS SAPPHIC, type of verse form [n] 

SAPPHISM AHIMPPSS lesbianism [n -S] 

SASANQUA AAANQSSU Japanese camellia [n -S] 

SATIRIZE AEIIRSTZ to subject to satire (use of derisive wit to attack folly or wickedness) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SAXTUBAS AABSSTUX SAXTUBA, bass saxhorn [n] 

SCABBILY ABBCILSY SCABBY, covered with scabs [adv] 

SCAFFOLD ACDFFLOS to provide with scaffold (temporary platform for workmen) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCAMMONY ACMMNOSY climbing plant [n -NIES] 

SCAMPISH ACHIMPSS rascally (characteristic of rascal) [adj] 

SCHAPPES ACEHPPSS SCHAPPE, silk fabric [n] 

SCHLEPPS CEHLPPSS SCHLEPP, to schlep (to lug or drag) [v] 

SCHLUMPS CHLMPSSU SCHLUMP, to go about lazily or sloppily dressed [v] 

SCHNAPPS ACHNPPSS strong liquor [n SCHNAPPS, -ES] 

SCHNOOKS CHKNOOSS SCHNOOK, easily deceived person [n] 

SCLAFFED ACDEFFLS SCLAFF, to strike ground with club before hitting ball in golf [v] 

SCOFFING CFFGINOS SCOFF, to express rude doubt or derision [v] 

SCRABBLY ABBCLRSY raspy (rough (having uneven surface)) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SCRIBBLY BBCILRSY consisting of scribbles (careless writings) [adj] 

SCRUFFED CDEFFRSU SCRUFF, to make scruffy [v] 

SCUFFING CFFGINSU SCUFF, to walk without lifting feet [v] 

SCUFFLED CDEFFLSU SCUFFLE, to struggle in rough, confused manner [v] 

SCUMMILY CILMMSUY SCUMMY, covered with scum [adv] 

SCUTWORK CKORSTUW tedious or menial work [n -S] 

SCYTHING CGHINSTY SCYTHE, to cut with scythe (single-bladed cutting implement) [v] 

SEIZURES EEIRSSUZ SEIZURE, act of seizing (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [n] 

SELTZERS EELRSSTZ SELTZER, carbonated mineral water [n] 

SEMIHIGH EGHHIIMS moderately high [adj] 

SEQUELAE AEEELQSU SEQUELA, abnormal condition resulting from preceding disease [n] 

SEQUENTS EENQSSTU SEQUENT, something that follows (to come or go after) [n] 

SEQUITUR EIQRSTUU conclusion of inference [n -S] 

SEQUOIAS AEIOQSSU SEQUOIA, large evergreen tree [n] 

SEXPERTS EEPRSSTX SEXPERT, expert in sexual matters [n] 

SEXTUPLE EELPSTUX to make six times as great [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SHACKIER ACEHIKRS SHACKY, dilapidated [adj] 

SHACKLER ACEHKLRS one that shackles (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [n -S] 

SHACKLES ACEHKLSS SHACKLE, to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles [v] 

SHACKOES ACEHKOSS SHACKO, shako (type of military hat) [n] 

SHADBLOW ABDHLOSW shadbush (flowering tree or shrub) [n -S] 

SHADBUSH ABDHHSSU flowering tree or shrub [n -ES] 

SHADCHAN AACDHHNS Jewish marriage broker [n -IM, -S] 

SHADRACH AACDHHRS mass of unfused material in hearth of blast furnace [n -S] 

SHAHDOMS ADHHMOSS SHAHDOM, territory ruled by shah [n] 

SHAKABLE AABEHKLS SHAKE, to move to and fro with short, rapid movements [adj] 

SHAKEUPS AEHKPSSU SHAKEUP, total reorganization [n] 

SHAMOYED ADEHMOSY SHAMOY, to chamois (to prepare leather like chamois) [v] 

SHEKALIM AEHIKLMS SHEKEL, ancient unit of weight and money [n] 
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SHEKELIM EEHIKLMS SHEKEL, ancient unit of weight and money [n] 

SHELFFUL EFFHLLSU as much as shelf can hold [n -S] 

SHELLACK ACEHKLLS to shellac (to cover with thin varnish) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHEPHERD DEEHHPRS to watch over carefully [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHERIFFS EFFHIRSS SHERIFF, law-enforcement officer of county [n] 

SHERLOCK CEHKLORS detective [n -S] 

SHICKERS CEHIKRSS SHICKER, drunkard (one who is habitually drunk) [n] 

SHIFTILY FHIILSTY SHIFTY, tricky (characterized by deception) [adv] 

SHIPYARD ADHIPRSY place where ships are built or repaired [n -S] 

SHOCKERS CEHKORSS SHOCKER, one that shocks (to strike with great surprise, horror, or disgust) [n] 

SHOFROTH FHHOORST SHOFAR, ram's-horn trumpet blown in certain Jewish rituals [n] 

SHOPTALK AHKLOPST conversation concerning one's business or occupation [n -S] 

SHREWISH EHHIRSSW ill-tempered [adj] 

SHUCKERS CEHKRSSU SHUCKER, one that shucks (to remove husk or shell from) [n] 

SHUFFLER EFFHLRSU one that shuffles (to walk without lifting feet) [n -S] 

SHUFFLES EFFHLSSU SHUFFLE, to walk without lifting feet [v] 

SHUNPIKE EHIKNPSU to travel on side roads to avoid expressways [v -D, -KING, -S] 

SHUTOFFS FFHOSSTU SHUTOFF, device that shuts something off [n] 

SICKBEDS BCDEIKSS SICKBED, sick person's bed [n] 

SICKERLY CEIKLRSY securely (free from danger) [adv] 

SICKLILY CIIKLLSY SICKLY, appearing as if sick [adv] 

SILIQUAE AEIILQSU SILIQUA, silique (type of seed capsule) [n] 

SILIQUES EIILQSSU SILIQUE, type of seed capsule [n] 

SILKWORM IKLMORSW caterpillar that spins cocoon of silk fibers [n -S] 

SIZINESS EIINSSSZ quality or state of being sizy [n -ES] 

SKETCHER CEEHKRST one that sketches (to make rough, hasty drawing of) [n -S] 

SKETCHES CEEHKSST SKETCH, to make rough, hasty drawing of [v] 

SKIMMING GIIKMMNS something that is skimmed from liquid [n -S] / SKIM, to remove floating matter from surface of [v] 

SKIMPING GIIKMNPS SKIMP, to scrimp (to be very or overly thrifty) [v] 

SKIPPING GIIKNPPS SKIP, to move with light springing steps [v] 

SKIRMISH HIIKMRSS to engage in minor battle [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SKYBORNE BEKNORSY airborne (flying) [adj] 

SLEAZIER AEEILRSZ SLEAZY, of low quality or character [adj] 

SLOPWORK KLOOPRSW manufacture of cheap clothing [n -S] 

SLOWPOKE EKLOOPSW slow individual [n -S] 

SMACKING ACGIKMNS SMACK, to strike sharply [v] 

SMILAXES AEILMSSX SMILAX, twining plant [n] 

SMIRKILY IIKLMRSY SMIRKY, smirking [adv] 

SMOCKING CGIKMNOS type of embroidery [n -S] / SMOCK, to furnish with smock (loose outer garment) [v] 

SNEEZERS EEENRSSZ SNEEZER, one that sneezes (to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath) [n] 

SNEEZIER EEEINRSZ SNEEZY, tending to sneeze [adj] 

SNICKERY CEIKNRSY tending to snicker [adj] 

SNIFFILY FFIILNSY in sniffy (sniffish (haughty (arrogant))) manner [adv] 

SNIFFISH FFHIINSS haughty (arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance)) [adj] 

SNOOZERS ENOORSSZ SNOOZER, one that snoozes (to sleep lightly) [n] 

SNOOZIER EINOORSZ SNOOZY, drowsy (sleepy (ready or inclined to sleep)) [adj] 
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SNOOZLES ELNOOSSZ SNOOZLE, to nuzzle (to push with nose) [v] 

SNOWBANK ABKNNOSW mound of snow [n -S] 

SNUFFILY FFILNSUY in snuffy (dingy (grimy (dirty))) manner [adv] 

SOCKEYES CEEKOSSY SOCKEYE, food fish [n] 

SOLARIZE AEILORSZ to expose to sunlight [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SOLONETZ ELNOOSTZ type of soil [n -ES] 

SOYMILKS IKLMOSSY SOYMILK, milk substitute made from soybeans [n] 

SPACKLED ACDEKLPS SPACKLE, to fill cracks or holes in surface with paste [v] 

SPARKILY AIKLPRSY in lively (full of energy) manner [adv] 

SPARKISH AHIKPRSS jaunty (having lively and self-confident manner) [adj] 

SPECIFIC CCEFIIPS remedy intended for particular disease [n -S] 

SPECKING CEGIKNPS SPECK, to mark with small spots [v] 

SPECKLED CDEEKLPS SPECKLE, to speck (to mark with small spots) [v] 

SPEEDWAY ADEEPSWY road designed for rapid travel [n -S] 

SPIFFIED DEFFIIPS SPIFFY, to make stylish [v] 

SPIFFING FFGIINPS spiffy (stylish (fashionable)) [adj] / SPIFF, to make spiffy [v] 

SPOOKERY EKOOPRSY something spooky [n -RIES] 

SPOOKILY IKLOOPSY SPOOKY, scary (frightening) [adv] 

SPOOKISH HIKOOPSS spooky (scary (frightening)) [adj] 

SPUNKILY IKLNPSUY SPUNKY, plucky (brave and spirited) [adv] 

SQUALENE AEELNQSU chemical compound [n -S] 

SQUALLER AELLQRSU one that squalls (to cry or scream loudly) [n -S] 

SQUALORS ALOQRSSU SQUALOR, quality or state of being squalid [n] 

SQUARERS AEQRRSSU SQUARER, one that squares (to make square) [n] 

SQUAREST AEQRSSTU SQUARE, having four equal sides and four right angles; rigidly conventional [adj] 

SQUATTER AEQRSTTU SQUAT, short and thick [adj] / to move through water [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SQUEALER AEELQRSU one that squeals (to utter sharp, shrill cry) [n -S] 

SQUILLAE AEILLQSU SQUILLA, burrowing crustacean [n] 

SQUILLAS AILLQSSU SQUILLA, burrowing crustacean [n] 

SQUINTER EINQRSTU SQUINT, cross-eyed [adj] / one that squints (to look with eyes partly closed) [n -S] 

SQUIREEN EEINQRSU owner of small estate [n -S] 

SQUIRREL EILQRRSU to store up for future use [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SQUIRTER EIQRRSTU one that squirts (to eject in thin, swift stream) [n -S] 

STATICKY ACIKSTTY marked by static [adj] 

STICKFUL CFIKLSTU amount of set type [n -S] 

STICKILY CIIKLSTY in sticky (tending to adhere) manner [adv] 

STIFFISH FFHIISST somewhat stiff [adj] 

STOCKILY CIKLOSTY in stocky (having short, thick body) manner [adv] 

STOCKISH CHIKOSST stupid (mentally slow) [adj] 

STOWAWAY AAOSTWWY one who hides aboard conveyance to obtain free passage [n -S] 

STUFFILY FFILSTUY STUFFY, poorly ventilated [adv] 

STYMYING GIMNSTYY STYMY, to stymie (to thwart (to prevent accomplishment of)) [v] 

SUBAXIAL AABILSUX somewhat axial [adj] 

SUBDWARF ABDFRSUW small star of relatively low luminosity [n -S] 

SUBEPOCH BCEHOPSU subdivision of epoch [n -S] 

SUBJOINS BIJNOSSU SUBJOIN, to add at end [v] 
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SUBTAXON ABNOSTUX subdivision of taxon [n -XA, -S] 

SUBTEXTS BESSTTUX SUBTEXT, written or printed matter under more general text [n] 

SUBWAYED ABDESUWY SUBWAY, to travel by underground railroad [v] 

SUCHLIKE CEHIKLSU of similar kind [adj] / things of kind [n -S] 

SUCKHOLE CEHKLOSU offensive word [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SUFFICED CDEFFISU SUFFICE, to be adequate [v] 

SUMBITCH BCHIMSTU offensive word [n -ES] 

SUNCHOKE CEHKNOSU type of sunflower [n -S] 

SUPERJET EEJPRSTU type of jet airplane [n -S] 

SUPERSEX EEPRSSUX type of sterile organism [n -ES] 

SUPERTAX AEPRSTUX additional tax [n -ES] 

SURFFISH FFHIRSSU marine fish [n -ES] 

SUZERAIN AEINRSUZ feudal lord [n -S] 

SWINGBYS BGINSSWY SWINGBY, mission in which spacecraft uses planet's gravitational pull for making course changes [n] 

SWITCHED CDEHISTW SWITCH, to beat with flexible rod [v] 

SYLPHIDS DHILPSSY SYLPHID, young sylph [n] 

SYMBOLIC BCILMOSY pertaining to symbol [adj] 

SYMPTOMS MMOPSSTY SYMPTOM, indication of something [n] 

SYNCHING CGHINNSY SYNCH, to sync (to cause to operate in unison) [v] 

SYNCOPIC CCINOPSY SYNCOPE, contraction of word by omitting one or more sounds from middle [adj] 

SYPHERED DEEHPRSY SYPHER, to overlap so as to make even surface, as beveled plank edges [v] 

SYPHONED DEHNOPSY SYPHON, to siphon (to draw off through siphon (type of tube)) [v] 

SYRPHIDS DHIPRSSY SYRPHID, winged insect [n] 
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TABLEAUX AABELTUX TABLEAU, picture [n] 

TANKSHIP AHIKNPST tanker (ship designed to transport liquids) [n -S] 

TAQUERIA AAEIQRTU restaurant specializing in tacos and burritos [n -S] 

TAXABLES AABELSTX TAXABLE, taxable item [n] 

TEABOXES ABEEOSTX TEABOX, box for tea leaves [n] 

TEAMWORK AEKMORTW cooperative effort to achieve common goal [n -S] 

TEQUILAS AEILQSTU TEQUILA, Mexican liquor [n] 

TERZETTI EEIRTTTZ TERZETTO, vocal or instrumental trio [n] 

TERZETTO EEORTTTZ vocal or instrumental trio [n -TTI, -S] 

TETANIZE AEEINTTZ to affect with convulsions [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

THATAWAY AAAHTTWY in that direction [adv] 

THATCHED ACDEHHTT THATCH, to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage) [v] 

THEODICY CDEHIOTY defense of God's goodness in respect to existence of evil [n -CIES] 

THICKENS CEHIKNST THICKEN, to make thick [v] 

THICKEST CEHIKSTT THICK, having relatively great extent from one surface to its opposite [adj] 

THICKETS CEHIKSTT THICKET, dense growth of shrubs or small trees [n] 

THICKSET CEHIKSTT thicket (dense growth of shrubs or small trees) [n -S] 

THIEVERY EEHIRTVY act or practice of stealing [n -RIES] 

THIEVISH EHHIISTV given to stealing [adj] 

THISAWAY AAHISTWY this way [adv] 
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THRAWNLY AHLNRTWY THRAWN, twisted [adv] 

THRUWAYS AHRSTUWY THRUWAY, express highway [n] 

THWARTLY AHLRTTWY athwart (from side to side) [adv] 

TICKLISH CHIIKLST sensitive to tickling [adj] 

TIMEWORK EIKMORTW work paid for by hour or by day [n -S] 

TOPWORKS KOOPRSTW TOPWORK, to graft scions of another variety of plant on main branches of [v] 

TOQUILLA AILLOQTU palmlike plant of South America [n -S] 

TORQUATE AEOQRTTU having torques (band of feathers, hair, or coloration around neck) [adj] 

TORQUERS EOQRRSTU TORQUER, one that torques (to cause to twist) [n] 

TORQUIER EIOQRRTU TORQUEY, providing force to cause rotation [adj] 

TOTALIZE AEILOTTZ to make complete [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

TOWAWAYS AAOSTWWY TOWAWAY, act of towing away vehicle [n] 

TOWSACKS ACKOSSTW TOWSACK, sack made of coarse fabric [n] 

TOXAEMIA AAEIMOTX toxemia (condition of having toxins in blood) [n -S] 

TOXEMIAS AEIMOSTX TOXEMIA, condition of having toxins in blood [n] 

TOXICANT ACINOTTX poisonous substance [n -S] 

TRACKBED ABCDEKRT roadbed for railroad [n -S] 

TRACKPAD AACDKPRT touchpad (keypad sensitized to finger movement or pressure) [n -S] 

TRACTRIX ACIRRTTX mathematical curve [n -ICES] 

TRAJECTS ACEJRSTT TRAJECT, to transmit (to send from one place or person to another) [v] 

TRANQUIL AILNQRTU free from disturbance [adj -ER, -EST, -LLER, -LLEST] 

TRIAZINE AEIINRTZ chemical compound [n -S] 

TRIAZINS AIINRSTZ TRIAZIN, triazine (chemical compound) [n] 

TRIAZOLE AEILORTZ chemical compound [n -S] 

TRICKERY CEIKRRTY deception [n -RIES] 

TRICKILY CIIKLRTY in tricky (characterized by deception) manner [adv] 

TRICKISH CHIIKRST tricky (characterized by deception) [adj] 

TRIGLYPH GHILPRTY architectural ornament [n -S] 

TRISTEZA AEIRSTTZ disease of citrus trees [n -S] 

TRUCKFUL CFKLRTUU as much as truck can hold [n -S] 

TRUMEAUX AEMRTUUX TRUMEAU, column supporting part of doorway [n] 

TSARITZA AAIRSTTZ czaritza (czarina (wife of czar)) [n -S] 

TUBEWORK BEKORTUW tubing (material in form of tube) [n -S] 

TUCKAHOE ACEHKOTU edible root of certain arums [n -S] 

TURBOJET BEJORTTU type of jet engine [n -S] 

TURQUOIS IOQRSTUU greenish blue gem [n -S] 

TUSSOCKY CKOSSTUY TUSSOCK, clump of grass [adj] 

TUXEDOED DDEEOTUX TUXEDO, man's semiformal dinner coat [adj] 

TWELFTHS EFHLSTTW TWELFTH, number twelve in series [n] 

TWITCHED CDEHITTW TWITCH, to move or pull with sudden motion [v] 

TYMPANIC ACIMNPTY pertaining to tympanum (middle ear) [adj] 

TYMPANUM AMMNPTUY middle ear [n -NA, -S] 

TYPHOIDS DHIOPSTY TYPHOID, infectious disease [n] 

TYPIFIED DEFIIPTY TYPIFY, to serve as typical example of [v] 

TYPOLOGY GLOOPTYY study of classification according to common characteristics [n -GIES] 

TZARINAS AAINRSTZ TZARINA, czarina (wife of czar) [n] 
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TZARISTS AIRSSTTZ TZARIST, czarist (supporter of czarism) [n] 

TZURISES EIRSSTUZ TZURIS, tsuris (series of misfortunes) [n] 
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UNBACKED ABCDEKNU not backed (to support (to hold up or add strength to)) [adj] 

UNCHEWED CDEEHNUW not chewed (to crush or grind with teeth) [adj] 

UNCHOKES CEHKNOSU UNCHOKE, to free from obstruction [v] 

UNCOCKED CCDEKNOU UNCOCK, to remove from cocked position [v] 

UNCUFFED CDEFFNUU lacking cuffs [adj] / UNCUFF, to remove handcuffs from [v] 

UNEQUALS AELNQSUU UNEQUAL, one that is not equal to another [n] 

UNEXOTIC CEINOTUX not exotic [adj] 

UNEXPERT EENPRTUX not expert (to serve as authority) [adj] 

UNFLASHY AFHLNSUY not flashy (gaudy (tastelessly showy)) [adj] 

UNFROCKS CFKNORSU UNFROCK, to divest of ecclesiastical authority [v] 

UNIONIZE EIINNOUZ to form into union [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

UNIQUEST EINQSTUU UNIQUE, existing as only one of its kind; very unusual [adj] 

UNITIZER EIINRTUZ one that unitizes (to divide into units) [n -S] 

UNITIZES EIINSTUZ UNITIZE, to divide into units [v] 

UNPACKED ACDEKNPU UNPACK, to remove contents of [v] 

UNPICKED CDEIKNPU UNPICK, to remove stitches from [v] 

UNQUIETS EINQSTUU UNQUIET, state of unrest [n] 

UNQUOTES ENOQSTUU UNQUOTE, to close quotation [v] 

UNRHYMED DEHMNRUY not rhymed (to compose verse with corresponding terminal sounds) [adj] 

UNSTUFFY FFNSTUUY not stuffy (poorly ventilated) [adj -FFIER, -FFIEST] 

UNWIFELY EFILNUWY not wifely (of or befitting wife) [adj] 

UNWORTHY HNORTUWY not worthy (having value or merit) [adj =HIER, -HIEST] / unworthy person [n -HIES] 

UPCYCLES CCELPSUY UPCYCLE, to recycle into something of greater value [v]   

UPFLOWED DEFLOPUW UPFLOW, to flow up [v] 

UPGROWTH GHOPRTUW process of growing up [n -S] 

UPHEAVED ADEEHPUV UPHEAVE, to heave up [v] 

UPWAFTED ADEFPTUW UPWAFT, to waft upward [v] 

UPWARDLY ADLPRUWY UPWARD, toward higher place or position [adv] 

UTILIZER EIILRTUZ one that utilizes (to make use of) [n -S] 

UTILIZES EIILSTUZ UTILIZE, to make use of [v] 
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VAGOTOMY AGMOOTVY surgical division of vagus nerve [n -MIES] 

VAGRANCY AACGNRVY state of being vagrant (wanderer with no apparent means of support) [n -CIES] 

VAMBRACE AABCEMRV piece of armor for forearm [n -S] 

VAMPIRIC ACIIMPRV VAMPIRE, reanimated corpse believed to feed on sleeping persons' blood [adj] 

VAPIDITY ADIIPTVY quality or state of being vapid [n -TIES] 

VARNISHY AHINRSVY glossy (lustrous (reflecting light evenly and efficiently)) [adj] 

VAVASORY AAORSVVY estate of vavasor [n -RIES] 

VENDIBLY BDEILNVY salably (capable of being or fit to be sold) [adv] 
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VERDANCY ACDENRVY quality or state of being verdant [n -CIES] 

VICELIKE CEEIIKLV viselike (resembling vise) [adj] 

VISCIDLY CDIILSVY VISCID, thick and adhesive [adv] 

VIVIFIER EFIIIRVV one that vivifies (to give life to) [n -S] 

VIVIFIES EFIIISVV VIVIFY, to give life to [v] 

VOTIVELY EILOTVVY in manner expressing devotion or gratitude [adv] 

VOUCHING CGHINOUV VOUCH, to give one's personal assurance or guarantee [v] 

VOUVRAYS AORSUVVY VOUVRAY, French white wine [n] 
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WACKIEST ACEIKSTW WACKY, very irrational [adj] 

WADDYING ADDGINWY WADDY, to strike with thick club [v] 

WAESUCKS ACEKSSUW used to express pity [interj] 

WAFFLERS AEFFLRSW WAFFLER, one that waffles (to talk vaguely or indecisively) [n] 

WAFFLIER AEFFILRW WAFFLY, indecisive [adj] 

WAHCONDA AACDHNOW wakanda (supernatural force in Sioux beliefs) [n -S] 

WALKABLE AABEKLLW WALK, to advance on foot [adj] 

WARDSHIP ADHIPRSW state of being under guardian [n -S] 

WARLOCKS ACKLORSW WARLOCK, sorcerer (one who practices sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers)) [n] 

WARMAKER AAEKMRRW one that wars (to engage in war (state of open, armed conflict)) [n -S] 

WASHBAGS AABGHSSW WASHBAG, small bag for carrying toiletries when traveling [n] 

WASPLIKE AEIKLPSW WASP, stinging insect [adj] 

WASTEWAY AAESTWWY channel for excess water [n -S] 

WATCHING ACGHINTW WATCH, to observe carefully [v] 

WATERWAY AAERTWWY navigable body of water [n -S] 

WAUCHTED ACDEHTUW WAUCHT, to waught (to drink deeply) [v] 

WAVEBAND AABDENVW range of radio frequencies [n -S] 

WAYFARER AAEFRRWY traveler (one that travels (to go from one place to another)) [n -S] 

WAYLAYER AAELRWYY one that waylays (to ambush (to attack from concealed place)) [n -S] 

WEEVILLY EEILLVWY WEEVIL, small beetle [adj] 

WEFTWISE EEFISTWW in horizontal direction [adv] 

WEIGHMAN AEGHIMNW one whose occupation is weighing goods [n -MEN] 

WEIGHMEN EEGHIMNW WEIGHMAN, one whose occupation is weighing goods [n] 

WELCHING CEGHILNW WELCH, to welsh (to fail to pay debt) [v] 

WELLAWAY AAELLWWY expression of sorrow [n -S] 

WENCHING CEGHINNW WENCH, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WEREWOLF EEFLORWW person capable of assuming form of wolf [n -LVES] 

WHATEVER AEEHRTVW being what or who it may be [adj] 

WHEEPING EEGHINPW WHEEP, to wheeple (to give forth prolonged whistle) [v] 

WHEEPLED DEEEHLPW WHEEPLE, to give forth prolonged whistle [v] 

WHELMING EGHILMNW WHELM, to cover with water [v] 

WHELPING EGHILNPW WHELP, to give birth to [v] 

WHENEVER EEEHNRVW at whatever time [conj] 

WHEREVER EEEHRRVW in or to whatever place [conj] 

WHIDDING DDGHIINW WHID, to move rapidly and quietly [v] 
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WHIMSIED DEHIIMSW WHIMSY, whim (impulsive idea) [adj] 

WHITLOWS HILOSTWW WHITLOW, inflammation of finger or toe [n] 

WHOOPING GHINOOPW WHOOP, to utter loud cries [v] 

WHOOSHES EHHOOSSW WHOOSH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHOREDOM DEHMOORW prostitution [n -S] 

WHOSEVER EEHORSVW possessive case of whoever [pron] 

WICKLESS CEIKLSSW having no wick [adj] 

WIFEDOMS DEFIMOSW WIFEDOM, status or function of wife [n] 

WILFULLY FILLLUWY WILFUL, willful (bent on having one's own way) [adv] 

WINCHING CGHIINNW WINCH, to raise with winch (hoisting machine) [v] 

WINGBOWS BGINOSWW WINGBOW, mark on wing of domestic fowl [n] 

WINNOCKS CIKNNOSW WINNOCK, window [n] 

WIREWAYS AEIRSWWY WIREWAY, tube for protecting electric wires [n] 

WISPLIKE EIIKLPSW wispy (resembling wisp) [adj] 

WITCHING CGHIINTW sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers) [n -S] / WITCH, to bewitch (to affect by witchcraft or magic) [v] 

WOEFULLY EFLLOUWY WOEFUL, full of woe [adv] 

WOODCHAT ACDHOOTW European shrike [n -S] 

WOODWASP ADOOPSWW large wasplike insect [n -S] 

WOODWORM DMOOORWW wood-boring worm [n -S] 

WOOLSACK ACKLOOSW sack of wool [n -S] 

WORDPLAY ADLOPRWY witty exchange of words [n -S] 

WORKABLE ABEKLORW capable of being done [adj] 

WORKBOAT ABKOORTW boat used for commercial purposes [n -S] 

WORKBOOT BKOOORTW sturdy leather boot for workers [n -S] 

WORKMATE AEKMORTW fellow worker [n -S] 

WORKROOM KMOOORRW room in which work is done [n -S] 

WORKTOPS KOOPRSTW WORKTOP, work surface especially in kitchen [n] 

WORMLIKE EIKLMORW resembling worm [adj] 

WORMWOOD DMOOORWW European herb [n -S] 

WORTHFUL FHLORTUW worthy (having value or merit) [adj] 

WORTHILY HILORTWY WORTHY, having value or merit [adv] 

WRATHFUL AFHLRTUW extremely angry [adj] 

WRATHILY AHILRTWY WRATHY, wrathful (extremely angry) [adv] 

WRECKERS CEEKRRSW WRECKER, one that wrecks (to cause ruin of) [n] 

WRENCHED CDEEHNRW WRENCH, to twist suddenly and forcibly [v] 

WRETCHED CDEEHRTW extremely unhappy [adj -ER, -EST] 

WRITEOFF EFFIORTW uncollectible debt that is cancelled [n -S] 

WROTHFUL FHLORTUW wroth (very angry) [adj] 
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XENOTIME EEIMNOTX yellowish-brown mineral [n -S] 
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YACHTING ACGHINTY sport of sailing in yachts [n -S] / YACHT, to sail in yacht (vessel used for pleasure cruising or racing) [v] 
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YAMALKAS AAAKLMSY YAMALKA, yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n] 

YAMULKAS AAKLMSUY YAMULKA, yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n] 

YARMELKE AEEKLMRY yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n -S] 

YARMULKA AAKLMRUY yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n -S] 

YARMULKE AEKLMRUY skullcap worn by Jewish males [n -S] 

YAWPINGS AGINPSWY YAWPING, loud, harsh cry [n] 

YEARBOOK ABEKOORY book published each year by graduating class [n -S] 

YELLOWLY ELLLOWYY YELLOW, of bright color like that of ripe lemons [adv] 

YESHIVAS AEHISSVY YESHIVA, orthodox Jewish school [n] 

YESHIVOT EHIOSTVY YESHIVA, orthodox Jewish school [n] 

YOKEMATE AEEKMOTY companion in work [n -S] 

YOUTHFUL FHLOTUUY young (being in early period of life or growth) [adj] 

YUCKIEST CEIKSTUY YUCKY, disgusting [adj] 
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ZANINESS AEINNSSZ quality or state of being zany [n -ES] 

ZARATITE AAEIRTTZ  chemical compound [n -S] 

ZEOLITES EEILOSTZ ZEOLITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

ZESTIEST EEISSTTZ ZESTY, marked by zest [adj] 

ZESTLESS EELSSSTZ lacking zest [adj] 

ZILLIONS IILLNOSZ ZILLION, indeterminately large number [n] 

ZOISITES EIIOSSTZ ZOISITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

ZONATION AINNOOTZ arrangement in zones [n -S] 

ZONELESS EELNOSSZ having no zone or belt [adj] 

ZOOLATER AELOORTZ one that worships animals [n -S] 

ZOONOSES ENOOOSSZ ZOONOSIS, disease that can be transmitted from animals to humans [n] 

ZOONOSIS INOOOSSZ disease that can be transmitted from animals to humans [n -SES] 

ZOOTIEST EIOOSTTZ ZOOTY, flashy in manner or style [adj] 

ZORILLAS AILLORSZ ZORILLA, zoril (small African mammal) [n] 

ZORILLES EILLORSZ ZORILLE, zoril (small African mammal) [n] 

ZORILLOS ILLOORSZ ZORILLO, zoril (small African mammal) [n] 
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